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Cooper five (5) times per year. Tech Bulletin selects a single 'topic' for discussion and dsvotes

one or more issues to the selected topic such that readers/users may utilise the material for
refsrence and business planning.

In 1993. Tech Bulletin's five issues covered: (9301) Co-Channel television intsrfsrence solutions,
(9302) VHF fringe area reception and anterura practices, (9303) UHF fringe area reception and

antenna practices, (9304) Eliminating man-made noise sources from VIIF ant IIHF reception,
(9305) Cable TV Basics: Part One. Copiss of single issues remain available ($15 each) or the

entire Tech Bulletin 1993 set of five for $60.
1994 Tech Bulletins will deal with: (9401) Cable TV Basics: Part Two, (9402) MATVAvIaster

Antenna Wiring Techniques, (9403) VHFAJFIF Antenna Desbr Tricks, (9404) C and Ku Band

satellite-to-home systerns, and (9a05) Commercial satellite installations. Copies are $15 each'

S60 for all of 1994 from:
Robert B. Cooper, P.O. Box 330, Mangonui, Far North (FAX: 09-40G1083)



TECH BULLETTN 9401(T)-
C,q.BLE. TELE,VISION IN NEW ZE,q,LAND
(Part Tw'o of Tw'o)

Cable television (LIATV) origins date at least
from pre \\iorld War Tw.o in both Germany and
the LIK. Prior to the war BBC tested television
extensive\, and realised the erratic nafure of
VFIF 'line of sight' transmission. \['here hills
ancl distance intenened for clirect reception to
individual receiver locations, the British created
a system to be known as redif,frrsion; subs-
tituting wire (hvisted pair at the time; coaxial
cable was largely unknorvn) to provide a
'connection' behveen a single receir,'ing site and
multiple TV receivers. The ear$ redifhrsion
svstems are only genetical$' related to today's
CAT\r however as r,ision was sent through one
set of twisted pair, sound through another and
both at 'baseband.'not at radio frequencies. The
German's took a more direct$ related to CAT\I
approach utilising a parallel (90 ohm) cable
(twinlead) to wire complete buildings and in
some instances blocks of buildings for RF
distribution of the early TV test transmitter
programming. Neither system refurned at the
cessation of war time hostilities although
rediffirsion did appear briefl"v in a few British
colonies (Barbados, Hong Kong) in the late
1940s and early 1950s. \Ve still find the word
rediffirsion in our lexicon todayl New Zealand's
1962 Copyright Law, in trying to cope with the
possible development of cable TV here. ref-ers
to the rystem by that word ancl legally
rediffrrsion still is the descriptive term for cable.

Cable T\i as we have known it tiom the
1950s onward was an ,{merican and Canadian
creation; coaxial (first 50 ohm, short$ and
thereafter 75 ohm) cable originating at a master
(anterma located) receiving thcility called the
'headend' in the trade and radiating oufward
from there to as many homesilocations as the
cable could reach with reasonable qualiry*
pictures and sound.

Coaxial cable systems dominated the tech-
nologv until quite recently. Today, a brand new
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cable system stands a 50-50 chance of being
built initially using either fibre optic or coaxial
cable hardware. Fibre ollbrs the builder
essentially unlimited bandw-idth expansion and
the opportunity' to send information in both
directions (i.e., two-way) with greater ease than
coaxial cable. However. it does this by being
more expensilre ini1fu1y than coaxial cable and
by requiring still quite sophisticated 'transition

devices' going into and coming out of each
home connected to the system. A transition
der,'ice conr,rrts the lightwave eners/ carried in
fibre optics to standard radio frequency energ/
that allows the TV regeiver/VCR or other
interfacing equipment to make some sense of
the fibre delir,ered data.

The switch to fibre optics was largely tied to
fin'o factors that entersd the Cable TV industn,
during the late 1980s:

1) The need for greater bandw-idth.
2) The need tbr two-rvay signalling.
While it might seem unlikely that an rational

human being could er,er make proper use of, or
har,'e a need fbr, 100 separate channels of
television, cable TV in Europe and North
America passed that level of simultaneous
programme delivery several years ago. ,{nd
transmitting 100 charmels through a coaxial
cable network pushes at the outer boundaries of
a state-of-the-art (analogue) coaxial nehvork.
Cable's primary reason for needing more
'spectrum space,' by the w&y, is movies;
cinemas deli\,"ered into the home 'on demand' or
on'neaf demand.'

The Cinema Connection
Cable systems edst to sxtract money fiom

customers. They did this initiallv by merely
delivering regular terrestrial teler,ision to &
quali6' and (channel) quantrty which the
individual homeowners could not create with
rooftop aerials. When in the mid 1970s
alternate (cable 'only') programming began to be
delilered via satellite, cable operators were
forced to upgrade the bandwidth (spectrum
capacity') of their systems to accornmodate the



new satellite delir,ered services. In regions of the
rvorld rvhere hroadcasting and satellite delivery
are tar more adr,'anced than in New'Zealand. it
is the combination of terrestrial channels (often
as many as 25 available) and satellite delivered
channels (a mind-blowing 200+ available in
both Europe and North America) w'hich pushed
the lOO-channel limits of traditional coaxial
cable to the breaking point.

To extract more money from consumers &
change in business philosophy r,vas suggested.
Cable as an industry decided to in'uade the turt
of another goup; the r,ideo rental stores. Within
the r,ideo store industry, a number of marketing
trends become self er,ident. For example, more
than 35-c/o of video store rental income in any
measured month comes from the rental of
fpically fewer than 10 films. If you expand the
market to 5096 of all income. 21 ti{ms on
average make up that portion of the monthly
fevenue.

The cable industry created a scenario where
they might take the top-20 t-ilms for any
indMdual month and assign each morrie its own
channel. Next they created hardware that made
it possible fbr indi.r,{dual homes to 'sign in' and
'sign out' liom individual movies at will. When
they 'srgn in' they pay a movie rental fee, not
dissimilar to the lideo store fee. When they srgn
out, the charges stop. And it is all handled
automatically with microprocessor equipped
in-home subscriber order boxes.

\Vhich brings us to the need tbr two-way
communication capabiliff. Il er,ery subscriber
home has a microprocessor controlled'box'and
that box logs in and out their tuning in of
specialised mor,ie channels, to proper$ bill
(charge) people these boxes must communicate
their logged data back to the cable company and
its master computer(s), Early schemes used the
felephone line for this purpose; in the dead of
night the cable company compuler called the
telephone line number of the subscriber and
interrogated the microprocessor box atop the
TV receiver. .{n}' 'logged r,iewing' of movies,
for rvhich there was a charge, went back to the
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cable company rvhere it was added to the
customer's monthly statement.

But the telephone connection requires special
hardw'are and an association with the telephone
company. The cable operators realised their
own coaxial cable netr,vork could accomplish
the same chore if its 'one-way' design was
modified to a 'tlvo-way' design. \\rhile some
cable operators retain their telephone line
connection for polling of customer 'boxes'

today, many began conversion of their coaxial
plants to hvo-way to allow all of the
communications required to be within the c.able
plant proper.

Lest you belier,'e this is a relathely minor
portion of the international cable 'mentalitJ*,' try
this number on for size. Of all US homes
connected today to cable TV (64.7% of all US
homes or 57,200,000), 37.9o/o (21,678,000)
can be 'computer addressed.' And that number
is projected to grow'by some 4,000,000 homes
in 1994 alone. Llltimately, perhaps by 2000,
virtualty every cable home in America will har,e
two-way capabiliff.

So two-way cable adds the second element to
the increased bandwidth problem. \Vhile the
cable itself may be two-way capable, spectrum
specific portions of it must be assigned to each
direction of 'message travel;' one portion for
cable-to-home, one portion for home-to-cable
company. Traditionally, the region between 5
and 35 N,{Hz within the secure transmission
spectrum of the coaial cable network is
assigned to the'retum'(home to cable) link and
from someplace around 48i55 IVIHz upwards to
the limits of the cable electronics (i.e.. 330
lvlHz in the case of Paraparaumu's first design;
750 \'{Hz in more modern systems) for the
sable ttl home portion.

,{nd then'Movies On Demand'hit.

Cinema Connection-Two
By assigning a specilic movie to a specific

charmel (for as long as the mor,ie draws
relenue) the cable sen'ice tuins into a shopping
mall cinema. Lndividual movies were assisned



(well promoted) 'star1 times' and consumers
now had the option of staying at home and
selecting rvhich recent release picture they
wished to rvatch. The costs run in the l.{ZS7
per film range. Twen! movies - 20 channels.
And hn'enty channels x 7 NrtrIz bandwidth per
channel equalled a new demand for 140
megahefiz of spectrum space. Now the
available spectrum in the cable systems was
pushed e!'en more severely. The next plateau
would send the already bulging cable spectrums
through the roof.

A creative cable marketing man decided to
take just the top five movies and rather than
assign them to a single channel each, assign
each mor,ie to as many as 8 channels each. He
started each movie at 15 minute intervals so
viewers rvho wanted to watch a specific film
could select their start time r'ltthout waiting fbr a
hall--over movie to finish and recycle. They
called this 'Mor,ies On Near Demand'and it was
a big hit. But rf a 2 hour movie requires 8
channels (i.e., starting it in 15 minute intervals;
120 minutes divided by 15 is 8), then five
movies require 8 channels each ... or 40
charurels. The available spectrum was quickly
exceeded.

In Paraparaumu, Kiwi Cable with its limited
330 htIFIz bandwidth decided to take the
experiment one step fuither. They assigned all
available extra channels (approximately 26) to
movies. But they scheduled no specitic movies.
Rather they circulated to their approximately
300 subscrjbers a list of nearly 1,000 films they
had ar'ailable on VHS tape. And they invited
the subscribers to order 'any ntovie. at any
time.' When the order was received the
customer was assigned one of the 26 a'vailable
'movie channels,' a tape placed in a VHS player
and the Kiwi Cable computer sent a command
to the set-top TV converter at that one specffic
customer's home. That command told the
customer's converter to unscramble the encoded
picture and sound. No other cable customer
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L{OVIES ON DEM,{ND

Unscrambles ch.

N,,IOVIES ON
'NEAR'DEI\,{AND

Cable com-
puter clears
scrambled
prx on sked

Cable Co.
schedules at
l5m. delays

decoders received that message; to them, that
channel remained'scrambled' and unusable.

Alas, after 26 homes had ordered a movie, all
of the available chamels were filled. From a
cash flow perspective, 26 homes pa)'ing $4 each
tbr a two hour tllm works out to $52 per hour.
Could this additional gross revenue possib$ pay
for the massive investment in equipment and
tapes required to pror,ide this service? The
answer was no, e\'en before the labour required
to make such a system w-ork was included.

Kiwi Cable was ol'envhelmed with the
response, but reaches too few people to build
on r,olume. \\ihat it needed to make this a
profitable service was ser,eral hundred homes all
ordering movies at the same time. T'o do this,
Kiwi Cable needed far more channels (i.e.,
bandwidth).

Total 'Movies On Demand' (.any movie 7'ou
want, at any time) rather than specific movies
on 'near-demand' is consumer triendly but
perhaps technically impractical at this point in
time. Still, Kiwi Cable shows no outward sign



of revising their project in the near term future.
Rather, they are making a modest change in the
Paraparaumu cable plant to increase the
bandwidth liom 330 I\,{FIz to 550 N,{FIz. This
adds 31 new channsls for movies and gives a
maximum total of 57. At the same time thev are
increasing the number of homes they serve by
expanding the cable system into new areas
hoping to reach 600 subscribers by mid-t-all.
Obviousty if 300 homes overloaded 26 channels
(i.e., created more orders at peak times than
there were channels to service the orders), 600
homes could har,e the abiliff to put a serious
dent in 57 channels. A cable system serving
10,000 homes, for example, might require (by
extrapolation) 860 movie-on-demand channels
in the same peak-time periods. This could be a
no-win (i.e.. you never get ahead and perhaps
never er,en become profitable) scenario. Kiwi
Cable's "experiment" (and it is just that) runs
counter to the direction other (US and
European) cable operators are headed. There
could be such a thing as being 'too consumer
friendly' in this business.

lvfeanwhile. back in the US and Europe, the
'N,'Iovies On Near Demand' portion of cable TV
has spread like wildfire. Kiwi Cable, here,
reports the average home is ordering behveen 5
and 6 movies per month; this effectivety
doubles the cable company's gross receipts from
its regular cable income stream. Similar results
are reported in cities such as San Diego where
homes fiee to select mor,ies (starting at 15
minute intervals) are doing so on average 4.8
times per month, each.

The new IVIOND (lvlovies on Near Demand)
industry has now expanded into the direct
satellite broadcasts that now reach some
4,000,000 US and 20,000,000 European
homes. By assigning specific satellite
transponders to movies, starting movies in 15
minute offsets. and allowing home satellite dish
o!\,'ners to dial up a toll fiee number to order the
movie of their choice at the start time of their
choice, the satellite systems send their
descrambling authorisations directly into the
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home via the satellite link itself, In the new
(April this year start) DirecTv service using
460cm dishes in North America, h,,{OND will
collectively consums more than 509.'o of the
available satellite programming bandwidth.

The movie industlv likes this; alot. Ner,er
total$ comfortable with the r,ideo store
distributors of their product (i.e., always
suspicious of the accounting that store owners
tum in monthly with their payment cheques),
the movie rights owners prefer to deal with the
cable or satellite business people w'hom they
seem to doubt less. And the mor,ie people make
more money this way. Video stores Bpically
retain 70on of the rental fees on movies they
handle. arguing they provide all of the
distribution, lvarehouse space and must
physicallv handle the tapes. The cable and
satellite companies require only a handful of
tapes per fihn title. and the movie companies
retain close to 50o,,(r of the rental fee for each
film.

The cable and/or satellite viewer finds the
services tempting because they can shop and
select from their homes avoiding a special trip
or a specific stop at a video store to pick up a
film; plus the second trip to retum the film. ,A.nd
they never have to worr]' about rewinding the
tape!

Clearly, if movies are going to drive cable and
satellite programming to the next consumer
acceptance level, and typicalty double the
revenuo of the cable and satellite system
operators. there must be a downside in this.

Bandwidth, the original hurdle f-acing the
cable operator (as well as the satellite operator),
is that downside.

Digital Or Fibre Optics?
By mid year 1993 there were two possible

answcrs to increasing bandwidth. Both had their
pluses and minuses. It was even possible to
design a system that used both of this options.



Fibre optic cable, in place of coaxial cable,
offers greatly increased bandwidths. Individual
fibres have the technical capacity to equal a
piece of coaxial cable. h,{ultiple fibres. bundled
together. can increase the bandwidth ability by
as many fibres as you care to bundle into a
conlmon Jacket.' (Yes, you could also bundle
coaxial cables and in fact in a few locations tw'in
cable systems have been built to provide
increased coaxial cable capacirJ*.) The downside
of fibre is it costs more to activate a fibre plant
than a coaxial plant (today), largety because of
the fibre to RF transition devices required at
each home. There is one more downside;
running fibre directly into the home still
presents several serious problems so most fibre
systems take the fibre to the street just outside
of the home. conr,'ert there from light waves to
RF, and then go the last 30 or so metres into
the home in coaxial cable.

Digital compression of video is the second
alternative. As readers of CTD (Coop's
Technolory Digest) for our August 1993 issue
understand, world-wide the present day system
of transmitting telelision programming using an
'analogue' system is in its final decade. N,{ore
than 50ozb of all new TV receivers and VCRs
rvill by 2000 be in digital video form, and in
most regions of the world the TV broadcasting
networks will have begun transmitting
simultaneous digital format television services
parallel to the old fashioned analogue format
service. And by 2010, even the most backward
countries of the world will have abandoned
analogue TV.

What this has to do with cable TV service is
everlthing. One of the reasons why digital is
replacing analogue is that digital is far more
spectrum efficient. It takes a 7 htlFlz wide
'channel' today to transmit a television
prograrnme. With digital format, that same 7
MHz 'channel' will easily handle 4 totally
separate TV programmes as a minimum; as
meny as 20 separate TV programmes when
cerlain adjustments are made in the original
to-be-transmitted product.
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-KIWI CABLE TODAY-
Fomard bandwrdth: 280 MHz 40 analozue

charuel equivalents
Reverse bandwrdth: 30 MHz, 4+ channels
Deliverv: Analogue 7 MHz per charrnel
Maximum MOD Customers: 26 at a time

-PHASE TWO / KIWI CABLE-
Forward bandwidth: 500 MH4 7l analogue
charmel equivalents

Reverse bandwidth: 30 MH4 4+ channels
Delivery: Analogue'7 MHzper charutel
Maximum MOD Customers: 57 at a time

-PHASE THREB I KIWI CABLE-
Forward Bandwidth: 500 MHz, 7l analogue

channel equivalents / I 140 digital charurel
equivalents

Reverse bandwidth: 30 MH4 4+ analogue / 100
drpltal charurel equivalents

Deliverv: Optional analogue or digital
Maximum h{OD customers; 1100+ at a time

It turns out that movies are easily 'adjusted'

such that 20 separate mor,{es will fit into a
single 7 \frlzwide TV channel spectrum.

Now let's relook at Kiwi Cable's situation.
\Vith 26 present day (7 NtrLz wide) analogue
channels, they can send 26 molies at one time.
If they make the conversion to digital, each of
these 26 (7 I\{FIz wide) 'channels' becomes
capable of transmitting 20 separate movies; a
total then of 520 movies! Now take their newer
550 MHz bandwidth plant rebuild which
provides them with 57 (7 \,,fr12 wide) analogue
charurels for movies. That's 57 channels times
20 movies sach or 1140 separate movies all
being transmitted simultaneously. Thus nith
550 MHz bandwidth. Kiwi Cable is prepared to
senice between 13,000 and 15,000 separate
homes and provide each one with a reasonable
opportunity to have 'any movie at any time' they
wish; for a fee.



But in a clty as large as Christchurch,
Wellington, or Auckland, a business built
around 'atry tntwie at any time'becomes very
cumbersome when your cable plant reaches
100,000-plus homes. If the Paraparaumu
experience to date is meaningful, a system with
100,000 subscribing homes could require as
many as 9,000 separate programming channels
to satis$ peak hour demands on a Friday or
Saturda,v night. ,A,nd the logistics of having tape
play'back machines, not to speak of a film
library of sullicient size to back up 9,000 tape
playback machines, is frightening.

This suggests to many in the cable industry
that MOD is a concept not to be realised except
in relatively small communities for the
foreseeable future. IVIOND, the almost-as-good
altemative is the direction the rest of the world
is headed.

It is worth a short paragraph to note that the
very idea of thousands of \rHS playback
machines and the physically expansive library of
\rHS tapes required fbr this service is somewhat
dated. T'oday, if you begn a such a service (as
Kiwi Cable has done), this is the onty- option
you have. However, within three years (or less)
the VHS players will be replaced with CD-I
(video on CD disc) packages and the bulky
VHS tapes will replace with carousel loading,
computer controlled disc storage facilities; 'any

disc to an- plaT,er at an7,time.'The present dav
Kiwi Cable '1,000 tape library,' occupying a
floor to ceiling wall some 7 metres in length,
will shrink to a pair of 500 disc CD-I carousel
loading mechanisms that will occup)'less than a
metre of wall space. And best of all. the discs
will be ordered up on a computer keyboard that
simultaneously selects and assigns a vacant TV
programming channel to the specific disc while
automatically transmitting a descrambling
message to the consumer's specific set top
decoder. The movie will literally start without
being touched by human hands. Even the billing
record will be automatigallv recorded in the
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single software programme that supports the
system.

The Subscriber Interface
None of these technologr wonders will

amount to very much unless the subscriber is
oomfortable with the system. To accomplish
this, the cable system must deliver a product at
a price w'hich the consumer considers 'friendly.'

And, the cable system must satisS the
consumer's order with a minimum of effort on
the part of the consumer.

All of this leads us to the interface between
the consumer's (analogue style for the
immediate future) television set and the cable
company. Modern day television sets have
varying degrees of channel capability. In the
US, 'cable readv' TV sets have tuners built in
which are capable of scrolling through as many
as 181 separate (analogue) TV channels. Very
few of the TV sets delivered to New Zealand
lbr distribution go much beyond 30 channel
'memory'tuning. The cable industry sorted out
this problem more than two decades ago by
providing, typically at their expense or for a
nominal small (NZ$5 per month) fee per
month, a set top cable 'converter.' The word
comerter was originally used to mean a box
that had a wider frequency range channel
selector (i.e.. tuner) than the average TV set.
The cable comes into the home and plugs into
the cable converter. The cable coruerter outputs
to the TV set on a standard TV channel; such
as Kiwi channel 2 or 3. The cable subscriber
(using a remote sontrol supplied with the cable
converter) changes or selects channels through
the cable converter. The TV set, for as long as
it is plugged into the cable via the cable
converter, ncver moves off of the channel that
matches the output of the cable converter.

When cable began transmitting a wider range
of channels which included some channels that
the cable viewers were offered as 'optional

oxtras,' the cable companies routinely scrambled
(encr,vpted) the optional-pay channels. This
created a new demand for the set top cable



-DEY-ELOPIVIENT .OF STT TO?. .'CONVERTTR.SITRAN SLATOR S I.

Tuned 'mid-band' only
(I08-l74 \IFlz); added

11 new channels

\\tren cable went to 2Gf
channels (1970-19j4)

Tuned 54-270,1,4H2; 36
channels total, some

elementary,descramble

Introduction of mulhple

2 | satellite programmes('76 t r

Tuned 54-330 MHz; 46
channelsl hardwire

desoramble standardl

Ability to hand proef,am-
3 lme descramblers added

Tuned 54-550 MFIz' 82
cnanne$. \Iew logglng

added t-or billing

Individual uruts log
ql premium viewing, 'dump'
" 

I to cable billing computer

Wifl tune 54-7 50 IvIFIz;
add digitalanalogue
DiA, computerjacks

Wrll allow MOND,2-way
dralogue wrth cable
computer. interactive

Tuned 54-450 MHz; 65
channels; eleclronic ad-

dressing added

hrdividual descramblers re-
spond to address/descram-
ble instructions

convefier. Now it had to receive and comert
channels that rvere outside the TV set's tuning
abilit"v to a common output channel, and, it also
had to descramble selected channels. At frst the
decrambling was done exterior to the cable
converter: then it was built into the cable
converter and the box became (.a) a cable
converter, and, (b) a cable descrambler.

Then there appeared MOND where indi-
vidual subscribers were making programming
decisions which required near-real-time de-
coding instructions. Now the descramblers had
to har,e an 'electronic address' which would
allow any single decoder to unscramble any
single channel when it was instructed to do so
by a command transmitted through the cable
system. Life was becoming more complicated
for the set top box.

This is the level of technologi current$ in use
at Kiwi Cable; each subscriber has an
'addressable set top conerter' and the cable
operator sends commands through the cable
telling which decoders are authorised to receive
each of the channels on the svstem. This

becomes 'any channel at anlt location at arryt
time' tecktnolory.

But, the 'response loop' between the cable
customer and the cable operator tvas still
outside of the cable system; i.e., the cable
customer picked up the telephone. dialled the
cable company. and through a one on one
human to human interface made arrangements
fbr a specific programme at a specific time.
This might work out for 300 cable subscribers;
for 100,000 cable subscribers it is out of the
question.

Enter the next generation of cable set top box;
it had to do er,erlthing the last one did plus it
also required the ability to form the 'order loop'
connection. Ideally, the customer would take
the remote control which he or she possibly
norv rvore on a chain around their neck and
enter the proper sequencc of commands telling
the set top convefier which movie they wished,
and, at what time. Now the set top box must
take this hand held remote command and turn it
into an order which it automaticallv transmits to
the cable company.
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Some cable companies in the LTS accomplish
this loop through a phone modem and jack on
the converter box. Once the set top box
understands the remote initiated command. it
automatically dials up the cable company and
connects to a microprocessor at the cable office.
The microprocessor in the set top box 'talks'

with the cable company's master processor and
the order is entered. \\hile the cable ilustomer
has gone to the kitchen to get a cold one from
the frig, electronics does the rest. \\ihen the
cable customer returns at the I\,{OND start time,
his set top conrverter has received an instruction
through the cable system as to which channel to
be tuned to and there on the screen the mor.ie
begins on time; all without human interface at
the cable company.

Kiwi Cable would lor,e this to be their srvstem
toda-v-. They f-antasise of the day when CD-I
players and carousel loading mechanisms
coupled with a two-way interacti'u'e (that word
had to come out eventually) cable system will
allow their customers to order a mor,'ie or
special programme from their hand held
remote. And for that programme to
automatically place itself
computer-selected available channel while the
customer's 'intelligent set top convertsr'
rechannels itself to the selected channel. Neat,
clean, autornatic. By 1998 or i999 Kiwi Cable
could be at that plateau. But not today.

The technologv to do all of this exists today.
It is. in fact, in use today but on a relativell
small scale since the set top converter (a word
to be superseded b3' the nerv to us rvord
'translator') world is just now gearing up for
mass production of these 'interactive' set top
boxes. During 1994 approximately 500,000 of
these magic new, smad, boxes will find their
way into the lirst truly'interaotivc TV homes.'

It is important to also realise that these
'translators' are \,'ery much expanded in purpose
and function. Thc latcst'u'crsions:
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a) Determine rvhether the programme se-
lected by the cable 'uterver is in analogue. or,
digital format. lf it is analogue, it then must
determine whether the programme is scrambled
or unscrambied. And if scrambled, it must ask
the customur " Do yott u,ish it unscrambled?" A
"yet" from the customer records a 'biiiing

instruction' within the'translator' which will at a
later hour be transmitted back to the cable
company master accounting department
computer w'here it wjll be entered on that
customer's billing record. If the customer does
not n'ish it unscramblcd, hc receir,cs ilo
reception on that channel. If the programme is
in digital fbrm, the sequence dir,erts to the
drgital to analogue'translator'portion of the box
after the "Da vou v,ant it?" ssquence is
repeated.

b) H the programme selected is available on a
MOND schedule, the customer is asked new
on-screen questions; "v,hzt time do you wislt
this servtce?" for example. Through the hand
held remote the customer 'communicates' with
the 'translator' and the translator then
immediatell. opens up a 'loop line' to the cable
company computer which sets in motion the
appror,al and scheduling of that programme to
that customer at the appropriate selected tfune.
,A,nd the cable companv accounting computer
records the 'er,ent' so the order appears on the
cable customer's next monthly bill. Finally the
cable company encoding command computer
sends an addressed command to the set top
'translator' telling it that it is OK for it to
descramble a specified charmel at a specified
time.

All of this happens without the cable
customsr being inr,'olved after he began the
sequence of events *'ith his hand held remote
commands.

As you might suspect, the once'simple design'
cable com,'erter has become quite a feat of new
technolog, engrreering. And the price per box
has increased dramatically. \4''hereas cable
conr,'erters of basic design can still be purchased



in factory sealed cartons for under l'{Z$90 each
today, the newest 'translator' boxes are closer to
NZS700 each. In simple terms, this means that
when a ne!\r home slgns up for cable. the cable
operator basically trots out $700 in hardware to
place in the customer's home as he connects up
the home. That his $700 box is'safe'there. anrl,
that he will realise sullicient income from that
box to pa,v for it and the extensir,e cable plant
and head end that supports it is a new level
lvoir1'for the cable system plarmer.

,{ll of this can happen rvith a consumer
owning a traditional, present-day analogue
tbrmat television set. \ll'hy? Because the cable
system decision to transmit some or ail of its
channels in digital format never reaches the TV
set without frst going through a set top (cable
provided) translator. And if the channel/
programme selected is in digital rather than
analogue format, the set top 'translator' does the
translation r,vith a D to A (digital to analogue)
converter. Thus the transmission lbrmat is
transparent to the I'iewer at all times.

Interactive Television
A TV viewer with nruo or three channels of

Kiwi teler,'ision would find much of this, to
here, quite incomprehensible. That there couid
tre another step in the chain is 'Twtlight Zone'
matErial.

Late in 1993, the computer industry took
official notice of w'hat was happening in the
cable industry. Cable companies. with 'uer1'
large transmission bandwidths, wer€ now into
the trvo-way loop business. It occurred to
seleral people at about the same time that a
cable system was a perfect tool to allow two or
more computers to connect in real time.

From the outset of the computer rsvolution
technolory has been drir.en by'speed;' how fast
could information be transferred from one
terminal to another? As lons as the two
computer terminals were located such that a
piece of hard wire could connect the two
direct$, the transf-er speed was determined
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-FUTLIRE DEI\4AND S/TRA\ISLATORS -

Frequency selection and conversion to a T\r-set
compatible (i.f) is the basic set-top rurit fi.urction; and
the least ccmplicated. Basic 'boxes' that ccnhnue to
perform this function remain avaiiabie, liugely because
of Tarwanese manutbcturers selling to non-Nortlr
American cable sy stems.

Frequency' selection based upon 0exible CgrrrJ
charureiiing ('ury frequency at imy tirne') followed by
digital to analogre conversion is the nerv 'basic

function' of General Instruments/Gl, Scientific Atlanta
and cther 1994 era boxes. To that adC almost-basic
individual tuilt addressability (allowing indrudual uruts
to be tumed on and o11. channel by charurel, by
computer addressng), and two-wa1r capable
commrurication behveen a set-top anC the cable
oompany cornputers.

Now add rntertbcng to extemal PC drsc and hard
drives, wrde bandwidth (several megabyte) interactive
rra-l +i--\ ^^--^^f;^- to data bases deliveled bv thev u r t v . r  u v u Y v i w ( i

cable arcl ihe abrhty to perfomt telephone fi"urctrons as
well, the'translator'of the 90s.

largely by the individual computer processing
speeds.

\\hen computcrs began to communicate oler
distances, a new problem arose. The
intercorurecting'loop', almost ahvays prol'ided
by the telephone company. was 'bandwidth

limited'to speeds far slower than the computer's
ability. To resoive this the telephone companies
created new higher quality loops, largely built
around their fibre optic lines and offered
computer to computer interfacing, over
distance. at greater bandwidtlvspeed. But at a
sizeable price to the computer linkers.

Computer system designers har,e created a
number of bandwidth enhanced programmes
using information compression techniques (not
dissimilar to the conrpressed digital video that is
so radicalty reshaping the TV broadcasting
industry;. But, there is no real substitute for real
bandwidth. Cable offered real bandwidth.

If cable could increase the 'speed' at which
computers c.ould 'talk,' perhaps the cable
bandwidth could also be useci for other
services? Serious investigation from the likes of
Sega, 3DO and other leaders in the home



computer/software fields followed. The
answers. still being tabulated. were quite
exciting.

Through a cable interface, Sega rvill now be
abie to 'load'full game software from the cable
aompany headquarfers to individual homes. It is
inovies on dsmancl, onty replace mor,{es with
'Sega Gameware' (on demand). No longer
would Sega have to place games on discs, pack
them for shipment. argue lbr retail store displav
space, and worry about store accounting. Now
with cable as a partner Sega (and dozens of
softivare firms like them) rvould sell through the
cable delivery system directly to the home
loading each home direct$, from a master'hard
drive.'

Alas. this was one more requirement for the
magrc 'translator box' atop of the TV set. Now
it must have a Jack' to interconnect to the home
PC such that the Sega softw-are would load
direct$ onto a consumer's disc or hard drive.

Now. late in 1993, thc entire 'intcractir,e digi-
tal TV' world was seemingly growing bevond
er,en the abili[ of the hiehb' inr,CIlr,ed 'trade

press'to keep up.
It was only a small step from asking that the

'translator' include the abiliry to relay Sega
games to the PC to asking it to be 'a PC
terminal' itself. This was the point where the
manufachrers of set top converters I translators
asked for a ternporary hiatus to new
configurations. The demands being created
were pushing the once simple box into a new
world that was more computer than translator
Or C0rl\,€rtef.

'Ihere 
is only so much new technolory that

the rvorld c&n assimilate and place into
hardware and practice at one time. That level
rvould seem to har.e been reached at the point
where the 'translator' moved into an orderins
mechanism.

Sega, undaunted, is therefore pioneering a
satellite delivered game delir,ery channel of its
own. If it can't convince the cable operators to
act as an interface ancl sales agent for it today. it
r,r,ill crcatc its own satellite channcl and sell
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directly to the consumers; bypassing the cable
company processing desks completely. As long
as the translator manufacturers had agreed to
provide an 'output jac.k' to the PC, Sega rvas
able to create a channel that would allow it to
distribute games and programming on its own
through the catrle system delivery system.

But that is not the 'interactive T\'" that keeps
making headlines in the newspaper and 2
minute repofis on TV nelvscasts. It is mere$
the tip of an iceberg that will continue being
defined and redefinsd throughout the next
decade.

The system of the future rvill utilise all of the
capabiiities of fibre optic transmission lines,
compression of data and high speed modems to
facilitate 'aryt bandwidth at any time to any
ptace (ABATAP).' And your grandchildren will
wonder how you managed to livE without it.

The Real World - 1994
lnto this almost suffealistic world of the future

we must plug in our present New Zealand. In
the best case. 8 channels of terrestrial one-way
television large$ originated (lir,e or on tape)
tiom places other than New Zealan& and fed
into the home using a spectrum hungry
analogue format that will within twenty years be
only a dim memory for collectors of artefacts.
In the worst case today, two channels of the
same.

New Zealand Telecom would likE to be the
r'ehicle to transporl us from the dinry analogue
rvorld of the present to the fiee-flowing-data
drgital world of the future. New Zealand
Telecom, likc all telephone utilitics world-wide.
is as mystified b_v this onrush of technolory as
the rest of us. And although we tend to perceir,e
Telecom as a giant among corporations. even
they cannot afford the luxury of upgrading to
fibre optic unlinritecl bandwidth capabilities each
and errery home in New Zealand. \lot without
additional sourcss of revenue.



One of the primary present concerns in the
United States is not horv to accomplish 'ary

bandv,icith at any time to an- place,' but rather
horv will {or simply vi'ill?) customers use this
capaciry once it is in place? Extensive consumer
testing is underway there now; some as large as
100,000 homes (Omaha, Nebraska). The size
and scope of these tests makes a mockery of
our New Lyrur and Pakuranga Telecom tests of
fibre optics. The speed at which these test
systems are being created is in dramatic contrast
to the year long period Telecom in New
Zealand has spent lafing fibre optic cable in
fiont of a mere 600 homes in two Auckland
suburbs. That Telecom, significant$ owned by
two American telephone giants, can gain any
useful information from such a minuscule test
invotving 600 Auckland homes is seriously
questioned.

Contrary to the Auckland experiment, US and
Rritish tests inr,olve providing several hundred
T.v' prografiime channels and dozens of
interactive computer based information services
to each test home. To date Telecom has
managed only nine T\/ charmels and 4q
inlbrmation services. Their promise of more
TV services, possibl-y IUOND, perh4p! some
inlbrmation services this year does not bode
well for any meaningful tests of consumer
appetites fbr fibre optic based high speed data.
That the Auckland tesis will provide any
information of any r,'altre to Telecom planners is
not a frivolous concem.

Yet data on the consumer appetite for
services beyond mere transmission of new
television entertainment services is what
interacti\,e television is realty all about.
American tests now underway are linking libre
optic connected cable homes to computer
network seruices with information transfer rates
in excess of 500,000 baud; fifb, times faster
than typical telephone intercormects. In a year's
time. and se.veral hundred thousand test homes
later, a body of practical results will have
evoh,ed. It is of interest to observe that in the
LTnited States tirms such as CompuSele, Sega,
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and Time Wamer are literally standing in line to
'test' their interactive software products on test
bed cable systems; whereas in New Zealand
Telecom has not announced a single software
test partner. in ierms of meaningful,
firture-oriented consumer 'testing' the Kiwi
Cable system experiments with N'Iovies On
Demand are far more adr,anced than anthins
Telecom has initiated to date.

Telecom's New Lyrur,{Pakuranga test system
is fibre optic distribution, coaxial cable into the
home. To accomplish this the fibre optic
lightwave 'signals' must be 'translated' to radio
frequency signals before plugging into the
existing analogue TV sets. The hardware to do
this inside the home barely exists at the
laborator_v level so Telecom is forced (along
w'ith the 100,000 home test systems in the likes
of Omaha) to make this translation outside the
home: t_vpically in kerbside boxes that sene up
to 20 homcs cach. It is probable that such
kerbside 'translating' tiom lightwaves to RF is
an interim technolory to be replaced by
lightrruaves into the home in perhaps a decade.
The fear that this is true acts as a spending
brake on Telecom and other telephone firms
worried about making substantial plant
investments today that will be outdated before
their time.

However, until there is fibre into the home
proper, directll' to the then-interactive compu-
ter/TV set, the entire system il'ill be
evolutionary. You cannot order the ultimate
system today; you must go there in measured
steps.

Coaxial Cable Today
In a country with only one functional cable

TV systefi\ the business opportunities for
CATV are unlimited. Ever]'thing about New
Zealand's present state of television
broadcasting points at the need for hundreds of
private$ owned cable TV systems. Every
element for a successful business is in place,
with one possible exception; some lingering
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doubts about the Copyright Larv of 1962 (Tech
Builetin 9305: page i6).

As discussed in Tech Bulletin for December
(T89305: Cable TV. Parl One) basic cable is a
reception extension service. A communitv with
a low grade of TV reception, or an inadequate
level of TV programming. will support a svstem
that clears up the present reception and adds
new channels in the process. 'Ihroughout 

the
rvorld, from China to Srveden, New Zealand to
Canada an estimated 120,000,000 homes are
no\ry served by cable that performs just this
firnction.

At a meeting held in Wellington November
9th at the New Zealand On Air headquarters,
TV3 erecutives announced "We will spend no
more TV3 money to extend TV3 service. " The
tele'"ision network was appearing before NZOA
seeking a commitment for more than
S12,000,000 in NOZA funds to'complete TV3
colgragc.' By TV3 calculations, 70,6 of New
Zealanders (245,000) today remain outside of
T\,13 transmitter coverage. They consider the
balance of New Zealand now unserved hot
economical to serve' and TV3 coverage is thus
frozen in time at its present level until
somebody else comes up rn'ith the funds
required to complete coverage.

The issue is germane to any community
which today does not have TV3 coverage. That

TV3 will receive $12,000.000 in NZOA funds
to complete their coverage is a major issue
today; most predict NZOA will fund no more
than lOoztr of that requirement. This saysi
simpty, that those towns and areas where TV3
does not reach are lilie$ to still be without
service five or ten vears down the road: unless
cable TV comes to the rescue.

I'his creates a primary need for cable 'I'V 
in

those TV3-unserued communitiss. \Vhere
traditional cable TV antenna engineering (see
Tech Bulletin 9302. 9303 and 9305) can bring
in TV3 to unserved communities, the cable
entrepreneur has a golden opporhrnity to
establish a busincss for which there is
demonstrated need.

But ... which fpe of 'cable's.vstem?

Recall that Kiwi Cablc's 330 MHz cable
'plant' is todav capable of providing as many as
26 mor,{e-on-demand charurels plus their
regSrlar progralnrne fare. In fact, a 330 MHz
'bandwidth' plant is actually 280 N{Hz wide;
starting at around 50 Ir&Iz and extending
upwards to 330 MHz for the forward (cable to
home) delivery mode. In the case of Kiwi
Cable, the lorver portion of the spectrum (5 to
35 MHz) is reserved for a two-way function.

In a 280 I!{FIz forward direction bandwidth
cable plant there is room fbr 40 analogue (7
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MHz wide; TV channels. Lh. if we think in
terms of the future digital transmissions, 40
seven MHz 'channels' times 20 movies per
channell 800 separate programming charmels.
Seemingly any New Zealand community with
up to 12,500 potential cable homes would get
along quite nicely - today and tomorrow - with
that many'programme channel options.' Kiwi
Cable's upgrade, now underway, to 550 MIIz
cable electronics rvill produce 500 MHz of
actual f-qnryad direction bandwidth; sufficient
lbr 7l analogue 'fV progpammes or 1,428
separate digital programme channels.

Kiwi Cable's upgrading to 550 \,{F{z is
primarily an interim step taken because the firm
needs more analogue bandwidth; today. You
will rec.all their moriies-on-demand service is
100orir sold out at peak hours now. with 26
ar,ailable movie channels. If this were 1996
rather than 1994. and Kiwi Cable could install
1996-available digital transmission equipment
while equipping subscribers with the new
'translator' set top boxes, its pqesqn! 330 MHz
electronic plant would be quite adequate for the
movies-on-demand peak time loads.

There is a message here for any nen'-to-cable
entrepreneur. It is unlikety you will provide a
sentice similar to movies-on-demand before
1996 if you are starting today with the basic
cable system planning. It is also likety'you will
ttot need more than 10-12 analogue TV
channels for the transmission of cable
programming befbre 1996. Therefore, most of
the TV sets you are likel,v to encounter in the
home can alreadJ'tune the first 10-12 analogue
channels you will deliver. With some careful
channel planning you can do a start-up service
providing the basic 'extended range' selvices of
cable over the next 24 months viithout investing
in very many (if any) set top cable converters.
\trihen you are ready to expand your service
with either analogue or digital offerings, above
the initial lO to 12 channels, then you can
approach the decision of w'hich transmission
system and which set top converters/translators
rn'ill suit your mid to long term nceds. This is
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not a decision that needs to be made at the
outset.
330 vs. 550 MI{z?

\4i'hen rve speak of a cable TV 'plant', this
refers to the network of cabie, passive devices
(signal splitters, oustomer tap-offs, et al), and
'actives' (cable amplifiers) plus the mei;hanical
hardware required to install the equipment on
existing utilif poles. In T89305 we quoted an
a\,'erage installed cost in our example system of
$7,335 pm kilomctre for the cablc plant (page
e; TBe30l.

Within the cable plant subset of a cable
system {i.e., separate from the headend
portion), the 'active'or ampli$ing equipment is
a major cost item. A typical CATV amplitier is
designed around special design 'gain blocks'
(chip amplifiers) created specifically for this
service. These gain hlocks are housed in a
weatherproof (typicalty cast aluminium) housing
that splits open like a clam shell to rer,eal two
sets of circuit boards inside. C)ne set of boards
is for RF amplification and signal control: the
second set (usually appearing in the half-shell
opposite the RF- portion) is the power suppty
and logic circuitry.

Those who study component parts know you
can, for a few dollars, purchase a broad band
'gain chip' offering i5-20 dB of RF
amplification over a frequency range such as 10
to 1,000 lvIHz. W"hile such chips arE seldom
capable of handling the high output levels or
number of separate ,Jailiers found in a cable
system amplifier, they are none the less in the
same family' of der,ices.

There are slx important measurement criteria
for cable plant amplifiers:

l) Bandwidth - how much spectnrm does it
cover?

2) Gain - how much gain is available (controls
allow adjustment of the total gain over a range)?

3; Output capability - before the ampffier
generates objectionable distortion (rvhich can
degrade the picture quality), what is the
maximum output le.rrel?



4) Noise lisure - a lower amplitier noise
figure contributes to higher quality pictures
(srgnal to noise measurement ratios) and directty
affects the number of amplifiers that can be
'cascaded'(strung out in a line).

5) Slopeltilt - because the coaxial cable has
increasing loss (afienuation) with increasing
frequency, an amplifier operating or,er a wide
fi'equency spectrurn must somehow compensate
for this 'tilt.'

6) Intermod - All amplitiers cause a measure-
able amount of distortion in the amplifuing
process. This distortion produces 'beats' or
harmonics which accumulates with each
additional amplitier.

Solid-state cable TV line amplifiers first
appeared in 1961. The original 'single-ended'

designs eliminated the tedious and troublesome
tube style amplifiers that required their own,
indMdual sources of mains AC for operation,
and, frequent retubing. From the first 'single

ended' amplifiers to today's push-pull, power
doubling and other designs there has been
steady progress in amplifier characteristics.
Ampliliers designed and built after
approximately 1975 have most if not all of the
basic desirable characteristics lclund in today's
circuits rvith the possible exception of 'band-

width;'few amplifiers went beyond 330 MHz in
1975. few today do not go to 550 \4F{2.

Playing With Cable Layouts
Planning a cable TV system requires two

knowns:
1) The looation of the headend (cable origi-

nation point), and,
2) An ascurate street map of the corrununity

to be cabled, showing house/commercial
building locations and possible routes (such as
existing power company pole lines) which the
cable TV lines could follow.

By knowing the headend location, you can
oalculate your RF signal voltage losses through
cable to any point in town. By knowing the
possible routes rryhich the cable could follow,
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.PFrySICAL CABLE FORN,{ATS-

Aluminiirm iacketed (sheathed) cable, shown above
n two formats with li2 of outer sheath cut away, uses
either foam dielectric (right) or air drelectnc Qeft) Air
provides a superior hansmission medium, higher
velocity of propagation (cable on left 93?6, cable on
right 829o), lower losses per increment of length.
Decision involves initial cost of cable versus
electronics; higher losses require more amplifiers.

you have a way to plan the RF signal path
through the communit-v.

Basics first.

The transmission medium is coaxial cable.
This is 75 ohm cable (the standard of the
industry) and it is formed by taking a copper or
copper clad centre conductor and suspending it
rather precisety inside of a solid aluminium
fiacket) shield. The copper centrs conductor is
held centred within the aluminium'tube' with
some b'pc of insulating material; foam (plastic),
concentric spacers or a spiral of plastic. The
aluminium shield, while totally weather tight
and a seal against moisfure ingress, may also be
coated with a drawn-under-pressure (black)
plastic jacket which pror.ides additional
protection; especially against corrosives in the
air (aluminium will oxidise) or nicks and
abrasions if the cable is accidentally whacked or
bumped during installation or maintenance. If
the cable is to be placed underground, a
'flooding compouncl'is injected under the otrter
plastic jacket, between it and the aluminium
'shield', to'oozs' in and 'fiIl'an5r accidental nicks
in the outer jacket from sharp rocks or other
in-ground obstructions.

Like all coaxial cable:



1) Attenuation (loss per increment of length)
is a function of frequency

2) Larger diameter cable (i.e.. physically larg-
er) exhibits lower loss than (most) smaller
diameter cable(s) at any given frequency.

3) The impedance match for all parts of the
system (including the cable itself; is very
important. \,{ismatch (75 ohm c.able corurected
to a 50 ohm devioe, for example) creates
standing waves on the cable leading to ghosts
and deg'aded pictures. For this reason all
connectors used with the cable have been
carefully dcsigned for 75 ohms. Most de'vices
within the cable plant have cable fittings
inoluded and those that require connectors
speciff specially designed 75 ohm connectors
created for use with the solid aluminium
sheathed cable.

Cable Losses vs. Cable Distance
The basic parameter of planning a cable

system is to make some assumption concerning
the amount of signal level to be delivered to the
household (cable connected) TV set. World
standards range between 0 dBmV (1,000
micror,olts across 75 ohms) and +12 dBmV
(3,980 microvolts) to the TV set at 75 ohms.
TV sets with 75 ohm 'antenna' inputs are
direct$ connected (either from the cable itself
or through a converler) while 300 ohm
receivers have a 75-300 ohm matching
transformer installed. Measurements are always
made at 75 ohms and cable grade signal lwel
meters (SLMs) allow you to individually
measure signal levels for each TV channel.

If the desired level to the T\/ set is betw-een 0
and +12 dBmV, you know how much srgnal
must be 'tapped' out of the nearest
{beder/distribution line to so into the home.
We'll return to this subiect.

The two most cofimron 'sizes' of sable now in
use for CATV plants are '500', and '750'

(pronounced seven fifty). '500' is actuaity
shorthand for Il2 inch (.500 of an inch)
diameter cablel a measurement madE with barE
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-TI?ICAL C,{BLE ATTE\IUATION.

FREQ RGsg RG6 500 7s0
5 N{Hz 2.82 2.00 0.46 0.33

3,s MHz 5.22 4.24 1.29 0.92

,54 l!{Hz 5 64

89 MHz 6.68

1i4 9.23
MHz

230 10.9
MHz

330 13.89
MHz

_550 19.42
h,IHZ

I 3-5 0.96

1 . 6 3  l . l 5
1  a a
l ._a_f I  . ()J

4.43

_s.26

7.25

o . J  I

10.92

15.28

| . 4 4

1  < 1

? { /

3.61

5.08

dB losses per 100 metres of cable at 20
degrees C.

aluminium cable. '750' is actually it4 inch
diameter; both diameters being approximately .I
inch larger in the real world when a plastic
jacket has been added.

Not surprisingly, 500 oable has somswhat
more loss per incremental length than 750.
Even larger cables (1 inch for exarnple) are
available but they are difficult to handle (install)
without specialised equipment. Both 500 and
750 can be 'man handled' by an experienced
orew for either or,erhead (utility pole) or
underground installations. Cables typically
arrive on wooden spools in lengths from 1500
to 2,200 feet (458 to 672 metres). Two men
can just lift and move such a roll of cable and it
will bE moved several times between arrival and
placement.

Typical losses are shown here for both cables.
Note that we also show losscs for RG-59/U and
RG:6ru cables. Neither is used in the plant
proper but either of the tlvo are common$
chosen to connect indMdual homes to the cable
lines and in this use they are known as '(house)

drop cables.'
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In plaming a cable plant, you begrn by
knowing (from equipment specifications) the
amount of RF signal voltage available at the
headend. As we disi;ussed in Tech Bulletin
9305. the headend receives and processes all of
the \,arious programming sources. Eaoh cable
channel has its own amplffier, heterodlne signal
processor, or modulator. Each of these units has
a maximum rated RF output signal level; a
number such as +60 dBmV.

The individual outputs of each channel's
equipment are mixed together into a single
(oombined) output; this is how you get all of the
channels together on ons cable. In that
rnhingicombining process, passive combiners
are used to insure each unit feeds signal r,'oltage
only towards thc master output, not back into
each other. There are srgnal losses in this
combining process, and when you har,'e 12
channels combined, for example. the origlnal
+60 dBm\r (1 volt at 75 ohms) from each
charmel's processing equipment will have
diminished to around +42 ta 46 dBmV.

This combined output of all channels is called
the 'trunk input' meaning now wc have a
complete broadbanded rnulti-charurel TV cable
service altogether on one cable. The cable that
leads out of the headend, to feed to the cable
T\i plant. is called the 'master trunk.' This is
the point where we begin our cable plant 'loss

calculation' lbr the passive cable attenuation. If
the (combined) headend outputltrunk input
levels are +42 dBmV, for example, that is the
level of RF signal voltage rvith rvhich rve begin
our sable plant layout caiculations.

LaJ'ing out a cable plant begins with a street
map as earlier noted. The street map has beerr
refined to tell you where there are utiliff poles
{assuming you will attach your cables to existing
utilitv poles). and where the potential homes
and business subscribers are located. Beginning
trom the headend with a known 'master trunk'
slgnal l'oltage (+42 dBmV in our example), you
begn to sse how much cable you can stretch
throughout the community, street by street,
before you'run out of signal voltage.'

Remember that the minimum le.vel to any
single home is 0 dBmV. If the output from the
headend is +42 dBmV in theory if you had only
one home to sele you could send signals
through 42 dB of cable (+42 down to 0 dBmV)
without re-ampli8'ing thc signal. In 500 size
cable, that would amount of 4,424feet11,351
metrss of cable if we use the highest frequency
channel (11) on our cable as a reference point.
\4re diagram that here.

Note that when we left the headend in the
diagram with +42 dBmV of signal at channels
7,7,3 .... and 11, and went through the example
1,351 metres of cable before reaching 0 dBmV
at charurel 11, we ended up with a 'reverse tilt'
to the cable signal levels at the end. Because of
the eft-ect of frequency on the cable losses, our
channel 1 signals have attenuated only 18.5 dB
in the 1,351 metres of cable while our channel
ll sipnal has attenuated the full 42 dts. We'll
return to that point.

ln the real rvorld rve have more than one
home to sele and thev are unlikefu to be in
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such a straight line that you can simply run
direct$ from the headend to the last home
without some'branching.'

One way to sen'e these 'branch lines' is to
place a signal splitter in the line; one input
(facing the headend), two (or more) outputs,
each for an'output branch.' Suppose, however,
the branch line dorvn a side street needs only go
a short distance; say 100 metres? It is wasteful
to place a two-way splitter at this point since
such a splitter divides the availablc srgnal
voltage into a pair of equal parts. In this
example, you end up with a v€ry high si$al
level at the end of the short 100 metre branch
line and this is wasted signal. The option, and it
would be the correct decision here, is to install a
der,ice called a 'directional coupler' at this
branch point. The directional coupler is
designed to take a measured (less than 50%)
amount of signal out of the 'master trunk line'
for the branch line, leaving the majority of the
signal intact to continue down the master trunk.

Trunk lines, then, can be 'split' (two, three or
four ways with equal signal voltage going to
each output) or they can be 'coupled' with a
rneasured (by design) amount of signal going
out the coupled port. the balance remaining for
the'trunk through' port.

Losses or reductions in thru-porr signal levels
are precisely calculated on paper b_v the system
designer. The designer knows:

a) The signal level available from the headend
b) The affenuation of the cable(s) at each fre-

quency

c) The losses from each line splitter, and each
directional coupler

d) Additional losses for each specific passive
device inserted into the line.

If the headend has +42 dBmV outout. and
there is 31 dB of cable loss and 9 dB of
splitfassive loss in a specilic plant plan, the
srgnal ler,el at the end rvill be 41 minus 31 (+ll)
minus 9; or +2 dBmV. The technolory is so
mature that 95 times out of 100 the actual
measured levels will be within a fraction of a dB
of the calc.ulated lerrels; unless of course during
installation someonc installed something
improperly (such as installing a coupler
'backwards'). CATV plant planning to CATV
plant implementation is a quite precise 'science.'

Trunk vs. Feeder Cables
Except in very small CATV systems (defined

as a system that has no more than 3 plant
antpltfiers located bettveen any customer dU,C
the headend), the plant is built around trvo
'lelels' of cable. In most systems, 750 cable is
selected for the trunk segments while those
branch lines that feed signal down streets to
homes use 500 cable.

The object is to place the standard signal level
(0 to +12 dBmV) into the TV set input
terminals for €very set on the system. A
sub-objective is to make the best use of the
available RF signal voltages present on the line;
to leave no 'high (RF) voltages' at ends of lines
where they are wasted.
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The trunk and feeder concept is that a trunk is
the master line and under no circumstances do
vou (qief!) connect a home to the trunk. Ot
course nobody is connected directly to a feeder
cable either; each home has its own miniature
'directional coupler' as an isolation device. This
is important since it is possible for a TV set to
feed local oscillator or other trash signal(s) back
into the cable lins. Rather than tying a home
directly to your cable, you 'isolate' that home
tluough a direotional coupler; another point we
shall retum to shortly.

So customers are sencd by fecder lines and
the tbeder lines are served by trunk lines. The
way CATV plant design works best is to create
a plan where no home in the system has more
than three feeder line ampltfiers between it and
the trunk. ft you can reach to the end of a
feeder line, from a trunk line, with one, two or
at most three feeder line amplifi€rs, you can be
assurecl of high quality pictures for the
customer. Beyond three feeder line amplifiers
the distortion products generated within
amplifiers accumulate to levels which begin to
paint faintt-v disturbing'beat patterns' within the
pictures; obviousty to be al'oided.

So now we know how to go about designing
our trunk and feeder system:

a) The trunk is as short as possible, and
covers as little territory as possible because it
costs money.

b) Working backwards from the ends of the
feeder line sered streets, you design a system
so that no feeder line has more than three
feeder line amplifisrs on it. This tells you where

the trunk line must reach (so the trunli line can
'bridge'into the feeder line at that point).

Fccder Line Losses
The feeder line losses are calculated like the

trunk line; cable has attenuation, splitters and
directional couplers have 'thru loss.' But there is
one more element involved; signal level to the
home.

I\4inimum signal level to fhe TV set (0 dBmV
worst case) is calculated at the set; not at the
street where the drop cable connects to the
feeder line. Between the f-eeder line and the TV
set you have drop cable and that drop cable also
has loss. If we assume a 30 metre drop line
length with 3.1 dts per 30 metres in RG-6/U
drop cable, we can compute the required signal
level coming out of the feeder. This is
diagrammed here.

Working backwards from the TV set, if 0
dBmV is the minimum TV set input level, and
we have 3.1 dB of drop oable between the TV
set and the feeder line, then the output from the
feeder must be (+ 3.1 dB) + 0.0 dBrnV.

But you carurot (qe\ze1!) connect the home
clircctl)' to the feedcr line; remember thc nccd
for 'subscriber isolation.' So a directional
coupler goes intolonto the feeder cable and a
measured amount of signal level is taken from
the feeder and sent down the drop cable. A
directionai coupler (also known as directional
tap or'pf') always works at a level lower than
the actual feeder line level. An S dB DT value
means the DT srgnal level going to the
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subscriber is 8 dB lowcr (i.e.. -8 dB) than the
feeder line level at that point.

In this example the actual feeder line signal
level at the point where the (last) customer
pl4s in is 0 dBmV + 3.1 dB (the loss in the
drop cable) plus 8 dB (the isolation in the Dl');
or .  +11.1 dBmV.

Any level greater than this l1.l dBmV at rhe
end of the feeder line is vvasted srgnal voltage;
srgnal voitage which you couid be using
someplace else in the cable plant.

Amplifier Inputs and Outputs
In most situations the output level from the

headend will not be adequate to overcome the
cornbined cable and passive losses to reach all
homes. To make up for these losses. solid state
line amplifiers arc installcd.

Trunh line amplitiers are built to higher
standards than feeder line amplifiers. Unlike
feeder line amps where three in a row {i.e..
three in 'cascade') is the maximum number
recommended, trunk line amps can be cascaded
to 'depths' of 30,60 or even 120 with careful
planning. 'Depth' means the number of
amplifiers after the headend to the last trunk
iine amp in the systern.

Amplffier specifications, you will recall,
included noise figure. The input srgnal level to
the trunk amplifier must be strong enough to
produce a minimum of 48dB srgnal to noise
ratio; larger numbers (such as 54 dts signal to
noise) are desirable.

In the cable TV world. a 75 olurr line
terminated with its own impedance (75 ohms)
will ha'r,e a 'nAige flaq{' of around -57 dBmV in
a 7 MHz wide bandwidth. This is useful
information. If the trunk line ampffier has a
specified noise tigure of 10 dB, and we wish to
have a 54 dB signal to noise ratio at the input to
the amplifier, here is how the calculation works:

a) Desired srgnal plus noise to noise : 54 dB
b) Noise floor: -57 dBmV
c) Amplifier noise figure: 10 dB

The calculation is straight forward. Take the
desired srgnal plus noise to noise and place a +
sign in front of it; +54 dB. Now' subtracf the
noise floor (-57 dB) and we have -3 dBmV.
Finall"v, add back the amplifier noise figure (10
dB) and we hav-e -3 plus 10 or +7 dBmV. That
(+7 dBmV) is the minimum input srgnal
required to our amplifier to produce 54 dB
srgnal plus noise to noise ratio (tor an analogue
TV channel).

+7 dBmV then is the lowest trunk line level
we dare to feed into a trunk line amplifier. If
you calculate your cable losses and passive
de.rrice losses you will pinpoint an exact point on
the cable whEre +7 dBmV signal level is
reachecl. This will be at the highest channel on
the cable since we are concsmed that the
highest loss cable channel (the highest
frequency channel) is'clean.' All other ohannels
will be better than this because they have less
cabls attenuation loss (being lower in
fi'equency).
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The trunk amplffier choice will offer gain
ranges; 22-30 dB gain, 30-36 dB gain, 36-42
dB gain. ir{ore gain in the amplifier cosrs more
money. Let's assume for example a trunk
amplifier with 30-36 dB of gain.

If the input signal is +7 dBmV, and the gain is
as mush as 36 dB, then the output level will be
+43 (36 - 7) dBmV; maximum.

In the practical design world we never run
amplifiers at full output since having a few dB
of gain 'in reserve' is simply prudent. The
output level of the amplitier is adjusted w{th a
control nhile using a signal level meter to read
the output level (done through a test point port
fbund on the outside of the cast aluminium
housing). So on paper, a +7 dBmV input signal
to the trunk can be safely calculated to become
a +40 dBmV output level signal at the trunk
output by using 33 of the amplifier's 36 dR of
gain capabilif.

At each trunk output you begrn the cable
attcntratior/losses plus passir,e loss calculations
all over again. continuing down the cable plant
(away from the headend) until you reach a
point where the combined losses return you to a
+7 dBmV signal level again. This is where the
next amplitier is installed and the procedure is
repeated.

Feeder Line Amplifiers
The calculation procedure for feeder lines is

identical to trunk lines. The subscriber direc-
tional taps each have a 'thru loss'factor (from as
little as 0.2 dB to as much as 1.4 dB) and this
must be added to the feeder line cable
attenuation losses and the splitter and other
passive losses. Feeder line amplifiers, a standard
'down'liom trunks as explaine{ typicallv have
higher input requirements (such as +20 dBmV)
and slightly greater output abilities (such as +46
dBm\r). This means their real'gain'is closer to
25126 dB than the 36 dB of gain in our example
trunk amplifier. The c.ombination of (a) lower
amplifier gains, (b) higher attenuation in 500
cable than 750 cable, and (c) contributed thru
losses for each subscriber directional tap all
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adds up to closer feeder line amplifier to
amplifier spacing than you have with trunk line
amplifiers.

The Tilt Problem
Recall that because cable attenuation is

greater at higher frequencies, if we exit the
headend with +42 dBmV RF signal rroltages on
eaoh of our VF{F TV channels, we will arrive at
a point where the first trunk amplifier must be
inserted (i.e., in our example w-here the highest
channel (11) has come down to +Z dBmV) with
proportionately greater signal lcr,els at the lower
channels.

In our diagrammed simple system where it
took 1,351 metres of 500 cable to reach a level
of 0 dBmV at channel 11, the channel 1 signal
at the same point was +23.5 dBmV.

There are several good reasons why you
carurot ailow this tilt to oontinue throush the
system. First of all, if the input to the first
amplifier has a tilt that favours charurel 1 by
23.5 dB, and the amplifier contributes 33 more
dB of (flaQ gain to all signals, now the output
level from the first amplitier is still 23.5 dB
hotter on channel 1 than on channel 11. But the
channel I signal is also well above the rated
amplifier output capabilily; by the amount that
the input on channel one exceeded the input on
channel 11. And by the time rve arrive at the
second trunk amplifier, we have this tilt times 2;
or 47.0 dB. Having very strong low band
(channels l" 2 and 3) signals while having
designed-f-or levels at channel 11 is poor
engineering. It will result in amplitier ovedoad
at the second amplifier, plus (our fourth reason)
r,ery sfrange looking picturcs on feeder lines.

'filr' is the answer. The ideal situation is tbr
every trmk and feeder line amplifier to have a
'tlat input;'or, every channel is at the same level
coming into the amplifier. If the inputs are flat
(i.e., +7 dBm\i for our trunk amps, +20 dBmV
in our feeder line amplifier example), the gain
block in the amplifier can ampli$ the entire
frequency range (such as 50-330 \,IHz) also
'flat.' 'fhat 

makEs for a happy amplificr with



ANATOh,IY OF A CABLE LI\]'E A\,{P

Clamshell enclosure gasket seals
under pressure when closed; AC
to DC pou.ering left RF circuits
on right.

output of the trunk ampiifier. A passive
equaliser is like a frequency selectfire attenuaror;
in this case it atienuaies the amplifiecl output ai
the low end (channel 1; by some predotermined
amount, graduall-v* attenuating each successive
higher channel a little less, so that when
reaching thc top channol ( 1 1) thcre is no
affenuation at all.

Equalisers tfpically plug into the amplifier and
the cable operator selects an appropriate r,alue
equaliser for each amplifier location. In this rvay
when the amplitier puts our +40 dBmV at
channels I through 11, the signal is equalised
and the actual leveis going into the trunk cable
on the output side of- the amplifier may have
channEl 1 at +28 dBmV, chamel 2 at +Zg
dBm\r. channel 3 at +30 dBmV and so on up
to channel 11 which has the full +,+0 dBrnV
output.

Between the equalised output and the input to
the next trunk amplilier, the cable's own'slope'
or effect-of-frequency on the attenuation levels
it all out again and into the next trunk amplifier
the input is once again flat; +7 dBmV in our
exampie.

Cable Line Powering
All active cable plant equipment neecls

powering. The original cable TV tube type

amplifiers required connection to a (23Ov)
mains c.ircuit and eac.h had a built-in AC to DC
power supply to crEate the appropriate
operating voltages for the tubes.

Solid state amplifiers fortunately operate at
lower DC voltages; voltages in the 18-25 volt
rangc for the actual circuits arc not uncofilmon.
In most political jurisdictions regulations (i.€.
powsr companra standards and sat-ety standards)
allow you to duplex an AC operating voltage
into the 500 or 750 cable along n'ith the TV
signals. In tiris way the cable plant powers itseil-
from widely spaced mains-c.onnected powrer
supplies.

\\,lhy not send DC through the 500 and 750
cable if the arnplifiers astually requir.e DC;
thereby eliminating an AC to DC conversion in
eaclr anrplifier? Electrol_vsis. A standard CATV
power supplrv (the item that corurects the
23th'ac mains to the cable plant) is designed to
suppb' around 12 amps of AC current to the
CATV plant equipment. It could almost as
easfu suppty 12 amps of DC. But you are
dealing here with aluminium. coppor, brass and
sifuer (the latter two in the connectors) and with
12 amps of DCI current tlowing through some
of the connsctions, electrolysis (the creation of
whife, corrosive powder such as yoll see on an
non-maintained car batterv terminal connection)
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CATV plant equipment. It could almosr as
easily supply 12 amps of DC. But you are
dealing here with aluminium, copper. brass and
silver (the latter trvo in the corurectors) and with
12 amps of DC current flowing through some
of the connecfions, electrolysis (the creation of
white, con'osive powder such as you see on an
non-maintained car battery terminal connection)
is guaranteed. Actually, before this problem was
obvious the verv first solid state CATV line
amplifiers did use DC powering; for about six
months time. It has been AC ever since.

Cable porver supplies are primarily step-dorvn
transformers with a degree of voltage transient
protection. The mains voltage at the point of
connection (they usually mount directly on the
utility pole) is stepped down to either 60 volts
ac (the first choise), or 30l35vac. This voltage
is 'duplexed' into the coaxial trunk cable and
Wpically flows in both directions on the cable
plant from the insertion point. Two factors
affcct the number and location of cable powcr
supplies:

1) Current consumption: A,{ost trunk ampli-
tiers require around ll2 amp of current to
operate. On this basis alone a 12 amp power
supply would power 24 trunk amplifiers. Feeder
line amplifiers require less; around .3 amps.

2) IR losses: The copper centre conductorl
aluminium jacketed cable has a resistance factor
and this resistance causes voltage drop when
coupled to the individual amplifier spot-current
loads. Most CATV line amplifiers require an
after DC conversion regulated voltage of
around 20-23 r,olts to funstion proper$. By
starting with a 60vac source. in the cable. the
cable system IR losses can be quite substantial
belbre the DC regulated voltage level is
reached. By starting at 30/35vac, IR losses
appear more quickly.

Each amplifier location, with its .3001.500
amp current consumption, is a 'lump' r,'oltage
drop point. Calculation of IR losses, c.urrent
consumption and required minimum DC
operating voltage fbr line amplifiers is a second,
impofiant, pre-plant planning exercise. The
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cable RF plant system is designed first; then you
go back through the plant and calculate currenr
consumption(s) and IR losses, rvorking out
where the power supplies must be added to the
system.

Because each amplffier has its own AC to DC
power conversion unit (each with oontrols to
make on-site adjustments for the actual
measured operating voltage ar,ailable there), it is
a relatively simple design parameter to assign
one polarity of operating '"'oltage to trunk
amplifiers (such as +/positive to trunks) and the
opposite polarity (-/minus) to fbeder line
amplifiers. This results in a full AC cycle
consumption (the trunks use the positive ha[
the feeders use the negative half) and provides
the system designer with yet one more
parametcr, and degrec of flexibility, when he is
laJing out a comrnunity system.

System RF Stability
The headend produces a v-ery stable output

level to the trunk cable: each channel has
automatic output levelling circuits and a
variation of +/- ll2 dtl on any channel is
considered maximum tolerable.

Once you have laid out a system and have
become accustomed to calculating dB losses
and gains to the nearest 0.1 dB, you begin to
appreciate the sophistic.ation of the system
parameters. It would not do for the trunk line
RF signal voltages to wander all around, even
within a seemingty tolerable +/- 3 dB 'window.'

Variations of +3dB in one section of the plant
can multiply by that amount or more as the
srgnal travels further and lurther into the
qystem. Because each amplifier after the first is
dependent upon the constant output level of the
amplifier aheacl of it for its carefully set gain
and output conditions, plant RF signal stabili{z
is mandatory.

}'ou might wonder how" if the headend is
stable in output and the plarrt is mechanically
secure, vadations might occur. The answer is
temperahtre.



Coaxial cable suspended in the air is subject
to the variations cf temperature cf the air itself.
Coaxial cable losses (i.e., attenuation per
increment of length) are specified on charts at a
particular ambient air iemperature; 22 degrees
C for example. When coaxial cable rated at say
1 dB atterruation per 30 metres fi 22C bcsomes
subjected to temperatures of 35C the cable
losses increase. In 30 metres of cable the
additional losses will be small: perhaps 0.05 dB.
But if the cable plant has 20,000 metres of
cable, those 0.05 dts additional losses every 30
metr€s become monstrous.

Conversely, lvhen cable is in a cooler ambient
temperature, the losses go down. perhaps to
0.9idB per 30 metres at the specffied frequency
at 10 degrees C. These seemingly small c.hanges
in attenuation must be uompensated for or after
a thousand plus metres of accumulative cable
they are potentially tens of dB in change.

At one earlier stage in cable's development
tempcrafure scnsors were fittcd to trunk
amplitiers typica[y every third or fourth trunk
amplifier, and if the temperature went up, the
amplifier activated an automatic gain circuit that
bumped the gain up just enough to make up for
the increased temperature. W-hen the
temperature went down, the gain was
automaticalb reduced.

Llnfortunately the local environment af or
near a pafiicular cable amplifier (exhausts from
a chimney, the blast from an air conditioner
r,rnt on a building below) often told an
amplffier temperature sensor to do somethine it
should not do.

foday the trunk amplitiers typically use a
built-in RF' sensing system. The system
operator places a full-time programming service
(i.e.. one that operates 24 hours per day) on
two channels; one at the low- end of the
speckum (such as charurel 2 or 3) and another
at the high end (such as channel 9, l0 or 1l).
These might be satellite fed seivices, a local
automated weather channel, or a community
announcement service. Then every third or
fourth trunli amplffier is equipped with an RF
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sensor; a pa:r of tuned circuits that constantly
monitor the signal ler,el at the input to that
amplifier for both of the two selected channeis.
If there is a variation in the low band signal but
none in the high band signal, the sensor system
activates an AGC that fi.rnctions fo raise by a
calculated amount the gain of the arnplifier on
low band. And so on ... by compensating for
changes every third or fourth amplitier the
svstem becomes stable to its original (lvpically)
+/- 0.5 dB standard.

Headend And Consumer Levels
TVI and TV2 transmitters typically operate

such that their video and audio power levels (as
radiated into the ether) are around 6-10 dB
apart; the video being the strongest. A modern
television set will produce perfectty acceptable
sound reproduction when the audio carier
signal is from 15 to 17 dB lower in level than
the companion video carrier level; a much
greater carrier level difference than found'off-air.'

tr\fhen you are stacking channels in adjacent
configuration (i.e., on the cable, 2 and 3 are
adjacent in frequency; 4 is adjacent to 5 which
is adjacent to 6 which is adjacent to 7 .. . . to I l ),
you must consider the capabilities of the
standard consumer TV set. fuIost older, some
newer sets harre a great deal of difficulty dealing
with an adjacent shannel signal even if both arc
of the same signal strength (as in theory all of
the adjacent cable channels should be at the
consumer set; within 0.5 dB). Cable operators
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learned decades ago that you can help the TV
set do a beffer job if you reduce the audio
carrier level on the cable plant liom the 6-10
dB diflbrence off air to as a minimum 15 dB
and beiter yet 17 dB. This will make a
considerable improvement in the ability of
consufirer TV sets to fune in channel 7, for
example. without having hash marks in the
picture tiom the channel 6 sound. It will also
save the consumer a service call to have their
older TV set IF sound traps re-tweeked since
over time they have undoubtedty slid a ways
arval'from their original factory settings.

These adjustments are made at the cable
headend by simply monitoring the audio carrier
Ievel in the headend charurel processor or
modulator for each channel, harring first
determinEd the test point level of the same
channel visual carrier level, and turning down
the audio canier level control until your srgnal
level meter says you are -15/-17 from the video
carrier. Once sct, the cable plant will carry the
srgnal throughout just as you set it at the
headend.

Many cable systems in rural areas find that
cable sells better if it also offers improved
quality FM band reception. Since our TV
charurels do not c.onflict with our FM
channelling (89-i00 MHz at present), you can
install headend FM 'levelling' equipment ancl
with a broadband anterura and broadband Fh,I
amplifier place the entire FM band on .vour
cable just as if it were another TV channel.
Fortunatef;i. the FM receivers that you will
connect to your system require I'ery little signal
RF- voltage to function properly; tar less sipglal
voltage than the 0 dBmV to +12 dBmV the TV
sets require. In fact, if you turn your FM
amplifier at the headend down to the point
where the strongest FfuI signal is no stronger on
your signal level meter than your charurel 3
cablc TV sound sanier, you will iind thE FfuI
receivers connected will perform flawlessly.
This means the entire Fh,I band, even 25-30
stations, can be added to the cable with a
relatir,ely'minor incrcase in equipment and with I
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no adverse impact on the cable plant design.
Some cable systems charge an extra few dollars
per month for the FM service; a few businesses
will subscribe to FM but not wish the TV
portion, for background music purposes in their
shoppes or olfices. The plant amplifiers pass
89-100 MHz anyhow; you might as well use it!

If in the home the TV receiver wants to see
no less than 0 dBmV (1.000 microvolts) and no
more than +12 dBmV, any home with two or
more outlets, or a motel or other multiple outlet
system will require a bit of sub-engineering.

Let's assume for the moment that a home
requires four outlets and it is located along a
feeder line where because of the RF signai
voltage on the feeder at that point you would
normally select a directional coupler with 20 dB
of isolation (i.e., the drop signal level would be
-20 dB reference the feeder line level). To save
money' you would first consider a single drop
wirc into the home. But a 20 dB DT selccted to
produce say +3 dBmV at the end of 30 metres
of RG-6/U drop cable would har,e to be split in
a four way splitter; net result, the actual level at
each of the four splitter outputs will be closer to
-4 dBmV (the splitter having 7 dB of split loss).
Here are the solutions:

a) Chanqe the feeder line DT from a 20 dB
isolation value to a 12 dB isolation rralus. The
DT's have snap or ssrcw in plates and you oan
change it n'ithout undoing the bulky feeder line
112 inch coax conneotors or distui-bing the DC
powering on the line.

By reducing thc -20 dB isolation DT to a -12
dB DT, we gain 8 dB; and now the output at
each splitter port is +4 dBmV. If some of the
line runs fi'om the splitter to the far end of the
house add too much attenuation, go down
another stsp to a -10 or even -B dB isolation
tap.

n) hStail a smail clntomer pre 230vac
powsr amplifier. Treat this as you would an
olf-air TV antenna installation and selEct a
10-12 dB gain broadbanded solid srate amplifier
to go at the end of your drop line, ahead of the



splitter (or select a small amplifier with a built_in
tbur-rvay splifter).

Don't even consider trying to power this
sub-amplifier from your own plant AC suppty;
the problems are not very pretty.

c) Leave the 20 dB isolation tap in plac.e and
run four separate lines to the home's faur
separate sets. This is a less-than-best way but
sornetimes the quickest and least troublesome.

A motcl with 30 TV sets? ff it alrcadS. has
some Fpe of distribution svstem your tirst
conc€rn is whether the actir,,e (ampkfier) portion
already installed is capable of handling your I I
TV channels plus your FM station channels.
Possibly not, in which case you bid an amplifier
change out as a part of the installation deal.
fuIany amplifiers are rated to handle four (for
example) channels at a rated output level. And
1l channels will causs it to overloacl and
cross-modulate.

Il the motel has no internal distribution
system. design one as a separate project and sell
it with the installation. Should you actualty sell
the motel the system or should you wheel and
deal with them on the per room rate per
nighumonth? That's a business decision beyond
the scope of this report. you could retain
ownership of the motel subqystem yourself,
charge more per room per month and come out

ahead, swallowing the cost of the system now
for a larger pay back larer.

Channelling
although New Zealand has 11 VIIF. channels

assigned to tele,rrision, and modern (mostlv
Asian made) TV setsrVCRs have tuners in them
Spically capable of handling 30 pre_ser
memory channels, you may tbr a wide range of
reasons ultimately wish to make use of TV
channelling which is outside of the l l Vgf.
charnels. Consider:

a) Channel I is 44-51 I\{FIz and should be
cable-avoided in the interest of being able to
select CATV plant amplifiers rvhich are readily
available but (onty; cover 50/54 MHz upwards.
They do not rvork at 44145146 etc. I\rIFIz and for
this reason you will probably have to give up on
charurel I when you build your system.

If there is a channEl I you wish to oarry on
,vour system coming olT air on channel l,
simply move it with your headend equipment to
some other charmel; such as 2.

b) Channels 2 and 3 are continuous from 54
MHz to 68 MHz.

c) The FIv{ band occupies 89 to 100IV{F{2.
d) Channels 4 to 11 are continuous fromlT4

N{F{z to 230 MHz.
I1 vour CA'I.V plant ampliti€rs are clesigned

to cover 50154 to 330 I\,{FIz, you have the

- THE CABLE SPECTRUh,{ INTO THE CUSTOMER HOME-

a) 54-89 MHz: 54-61. 6l-68. 6S-75. T5-82. 82-89 MHz (5 channels)
b) 100-174 N{Hz: 100-107, to7-rr4, f i -rzr ... 167-174 MHz (rG,r- charmels)
c) i74-230 tuIHz: 174-i81, 18i-i88 ...223-230 IvIHz (8 charurels)
d) 230-330 MHz: 230-237 , 237 -244, 244-25t MHz fl 4+ chanaels)

e) 89-100 IvIHz: 89.0. 89.2,89.4 100.0 h{Hz (-r5 FM charurels)

(89-100 MHz)

(51 - 330 N{Hz)

54-61 MHz
CABLE CONVTRTER

F:hl T:t-tNER Cable customer provides FM tuner, TV receiver:,
cable company provitles converter (if required),
installs drop cable wrth 2-way splitter to feed TV
set and FM tturer. TV set hrnes to converter i.f.
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following spectrum which you will not use if
you stick to the standard charnels 2 to l1:

a) 68-89 MHz
b) 100 to 174 MHz
c) 230 ro 330 MHz.

Even if you do not place TV channels in
these regions, the CATV plant will ampl$.
these spec.trums. So, what is to stop you from
assigning cable TV channels to one or all of
these regions? The answer is only the ability of
your customsr's TV receivers to fune in these
non-standard frequencies is a factor.

N,{any of the Asian built tuncrs (by Alps and
h,{atsushita lbr example) continuously tune fiom
44 to v,'ell over 300 MHz. They are made to sell
world wide and they don't know or care where
they are in the world when they move through
the VIIF specrrum looking for channels to lock
on and memorise.

For customers with these TV funers, where
you place your channels between 54 ancl 330
lvlHz is of no importance. And for the
customers who still har,e the old, original four
or six charinel position sets? They will require a'cable cornrerter' anvhow and those sets
manufactured before there was a channel 1l
will also not get all of your channels. Into this
group of homes you offer to leaselrent a cable
company channel converter; one of the NZ$90
units that you rvill find available from the same
sources as your piant amplifier equipment.

So there is really nothing to stop you from
creating your own channelling scheme, using
the region between 54 and 330 MHz, to
establish your community 'TV venue.' This is
your 'growth room' and as manv brand new
satellite delir,'erod scnices become ar,ailable to
you, with the addition of a single new TV
channel modulator you will be able to add a
new channel in just a few minutes time. By
building the plant with 330 or even 550 MHz
bandwidth, you are providing yourself with
plenty of future gronth room.

Those three frequency blocks not in use for
TV or FN,I, by the way, will provide:
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a) 68-89 MHz - 3 x 7 MHz analogue
b) 100-174 MHz - l0+ x T Nff{r analogue
c) 230-330 MHz - 14+ x 7 MHz analogue

\Vith room for l0 standard VFIF and 27
special VFIF channels each 7 \,fr12 wide, you
won't be running out of space I,ery soon!

Locating The Equipment
Cable TV equipment is neither stocked,

manufacfured nor represented in New Zealand
at this time, with one exception. A lirnitert
amount of CATV 'grade' equipment from
Japanese suppliers is available in the headend
electronics area.

"But" yov point out, "I have a catalogue from
a Japanese supplier (such as Maspro) and it
lists'CATV Equipment ?" Let's clear that onc
up.

Japanese 'CATV' is unique to Japan. There
ate more than 30,000 such systems there
according to their Communications Ministry.
The average 'length' of a Japanese cable plant is
under 5 kilometres of cable; many are less than
I kilometre. These are in truth 'SMAT\', or
satellite master anterura TV systems. They
differ from cable primarily because the activc
plant electronics they require is of the feeder
line design tamily', not trunli lines. This means
their amplifiers are not designed for long
cascades {in this case even four amplifiers in a
row, which exceeds their capabilities, would be
considered a long cascade') but rather for short
runs. The typical Japanese cable system feeds
homes, apartments or buildings rvithin a single'block', seldom carries its service across a public
street to another block, and combines off-air
satellite signals with off-air VFIFT"UHF signals
more as a master anteona than as a 'communitv

wide'system.
On the other hand. some of the Japanese

designed headcnd cquipmcnt is quitc
satist-actory, especially in the satellite area and
for smaller systems their passir,e der,,ices
(splitterc, directional couplers) are adequate if
expensive.



A recent study suggested that 75o/o of all cable
television equipment is manufactured in the US,
or sold by companies that headquarter there
(some, like everything else electronic, is
assembled in Asian countries and shipped back
to the LiS). Europe accounts for the bulk of the
remainder with Germany and the Scandinavian
countries volume producers.

Ilower,er, even many of the German firm
catalozues label 'SMATV' plant equipment as'CATV' and it would be a big mistake to plan a
cable plant around the wrong category of
electronics. If in doubt, ask someboay4. that
knows.

There are four primary categories of materials
in the CAT\I phnt; the headend is another
master oategory. They are:

f) The cable itseg including the trunk, feeder
and drop versions

2) The active (amplilying) electronics
3) The passive (signal splitting, conditioning)

electronics
4) The hardware required to install/connect

the cable/electronics to either utilif poles, your
own poles, or to place the cablc underground.

In the cable area, other than some basic drop
cables (principally RG-59,rU no New Zealand
manufacturer makes product here. Drop cables
require very high shielding percentages, by the
way, because of the relatively high drop signal
levels and the susceptibility of the drop to
ingress of local noiseiRF sources that can entsr
an impropert5,' shielded cable. An1'thing less
than 90o/o shielding or altemately 60% braicl
shield combined with a 100o/o foil shield, is
inadequate. Drop cables must also be of the
'foam' (lower loss) family. Trunk. feeder and
drop cables are available in a variety of formats:

1) Plain c?blq, with or without (in the case of
trunk and feeder) a poly jacket (the black
coloured protective guard previously described;,

2) Cable *.ith integrated messenger; trunk,
feeder and even drop cables lack the ability to
'support themselves' over long'spans' (i.e., rvhile
hung in the air between two soiid suspension
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3 - BoltClamp
installs through
(wooden) pole,
grabs and suspends
steel messenger

Steel Messenger
(Cable omitted

-TI?ICAL POLE LINE HARDWARE-

points;. A short span of up to 15 mstres for a
drop cable may be unsupported; longer runs
plus all runs of trunk and feeder cable require
some type of supporting wire. This is called the
messenger, and it is basic.ally a steel wire of
sufficient strength to support the weight of the
cable in question while suspended.

Drop, feeder and trunk ,rables with the
messenger included in the configuration is
called 'integrated messenger cable' (or 'figure

8'). U/ith integrated messenger the construction
process inr,'olves unrolling the single piece/dual
purpose cable from the roll between two points
(such as two poles). lifting the cable ro the
correcl height at both points of suspension,
attaching one end under strain pressure (using
hardware that attaches to the pole and the steel
strand portion of the cable), and then raising the
opposite end to the proper height and tensioning
the span to the correct 'droop' or depth before
attaching it as well. It sounds far more
complicated than it is. and special tools and



PruCNG. /� $ELEL-TED CAT\T CABLES
TrunklFeeder:

112" 1.500:

l) Bare: NZ$477 per 305 metres
2) Jacketed Aerial: I'{Z$570 per '305m'

3) tntegral N{essenger: NZ$735 per'305m'
311" I .750:
1) Bare: NZ$949 per'305m'
2) Jacketed Aerial: NZ$1034 per ,305m'

3) Integral Nlessenger: NZ$2523 per '305nr'

RG59l95% braid/messenger: $142 per'305m'
RGfi90% braid/messenger: $159 per'305m.

Conductor-Copper Clad Steel
Dielectric-Foam Polyethylene
Shie ld Alum. Iape,  1/a"  mrn.  over lap ]
Shie ld Eraided Aluminum I  ]
J a c k e t P V C 0 D = 1  I  I  I

Messenger-Galvanized Steel

Messenger equipped drop cables

than the first
locaily.

cut quotation you might obtain

ln the harciware area, most was originally
designed lor aerial installalion of telephone
trurft and distribution cables. Pieces vary with
function, are almost always cast steel gafuanized
fbr long term protection, and are chosen lbr
their particular function. In the case of lvooden
poles, holes drilled through the poles accept
properly sized bolts that tirnrly attach the
hardrvare tc the poles. Square rvashers, spacers
and clamps designed to catch and hold onto the
steel strand are the basic building blocks. For
concrete poles, stainless steei straps that wrap
around the pole and tension secure the
hardwars (ofien callEd'three bolt clamps'in the
trade) to the pole. The object with all of the

hardrvare is to have a vsry long term life, to
simphtl. the installation process. and ro keep
c.osts down. Some of this rvill already be
avaiiable in i.{ew Zealand but with the
trndergrounding of most telephone lines, prrices
will bc far lower overseas w-here ttris sort of
hardware is still available in huge quantities.

The active and passile electronics presents
the Kiwi oable T\/ system builder n'ith a unique
opportunifi'. Used, re-conditioned equipment is
the reason.

For 259o (or iess) of the cost oi new
330/450/550 N&Iz trunk and feeder amplifiers
you can lind an aimost endless suppty of ten or
e.\ren firle year old 'name Lrrand' (Jerrold,
Scientilio Atlanta, h,{agnavox et al) equipment
through IISA firms. We list several here in a

-SLPPLIERS OF RE-CONDITIO}JED C,A,BLE PLANT EQLIIPMEN]T-
1) N{ain Line Equipment Inc. / Los r\ngeles FA,X: 001-310-715-6695 (Sy Sasmor)
2IPTL cable service. lnc.i Jupiter, Fl. F,t.x: 001-407-747-j647 (paul r. Legns)

3) Arena Services, Inc. / Jeffersonville, Pa. F.{X: 001-215-5:10-9202 (\Va1ne T. Arena)
4) Coast CATV Supply I F.{.\; 001-909-272-3032

5) dB-tronics / Wellford, SC F.{X: 001-803-439-7519
6) C PRO Inc. l lndependence. tuIo. FAX: 00i-gi6-25 4_579?.

Name-trrand 33C hiFlz tronli stalions vary- llom NZ$555 to $830; .150 iv{Ilz trrint<s in $g50 regron. Line extenders
vary from NZ$160 to $280. These units, q'pically rllth 6 to 12 month wafianry, are at prices rrom 40-tj09,o of new

uruIs.
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opportunity. Llsed, reconditioned equipment is
the reason.

For 50ouo (or iess) of the cost of new
330/450/550 MHz rrunk and feeder amplifiers
you can find an almost endless suppty of ten or
even five year old hame brand' (Jerrolcl,
Scientific Atlanta, lvlagnavox et al) equipment
through USA firms. We list several here in a
box; F.A,X or call tbr current catalozues and
pricing sheets.

As American and Canadian CATV plants
have gpown in bandwidth over the past decade,
cable system operators have been forced to
rsmove from selice lesser bandwidth
equipment and 'trade it in' for the nerver wider
band equipment. Recall that virtual$ any unit
manufac.tured after approximatety 1975 has all
of the basic re{inements of automatis level
control, solid state reliability, wrll deb,rgged
electronics as found in the current lines of
equipment. This becomes a major cost-saving
opportuniry* when dcsigning and building a ncw
cable system here.

But you will need to understand ths indi\,,idual
parametersispecifications of the various model
numbers and brands to comprehend the usuall),
abbreviated 'Reconditioned Equipment List'
catalogues. The sellers, many of whom offer
substantial warranties or guarantees on the
equipment serviceability, make the asstrmption
that would be buyers are already aware that a
specific Jerrold amplifier has certain charac-
teristics. 'Out of the loop' as we are here,
lacking the decades of experience which the US
and Canadian buyers already har.e, Jerrold part
numbers mean little to us.

The best solution to this problem is to har.,e a
clear focus on the rype oi amplifierlplant
specifications you rvill require. For example,
suppose you have determined you want:

1) A 330 MHz CATV'plant'with trunk am-
plifiers capable of:
a) +36 dBmV output
b) plug-in equalisers for tilt adjustments
c) operating over a range of 22 to 60 vac
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-RLIRAL CABLE PLANT-

AMP (right) feeds splitfer (left)

d) a forward direction spectrum of 54 to 330
I\{F{Z
e) a rcr,erce dircction spectrum 'capability' of
5-35 MHz
I) a maximum noise figure of l0 dB.
g) power suppt-y to operate with 50 hertz source
h) RF sensing trunk amp AGC modules

By citing these specilications to a would be
supplier, he in turn can suggest nhich
equipment will do this job, and quote you
pricing accordingly. There is no particular risk
to mixing (for example) Jerrold and Scientific
Atlanta amplifiers in the same plant as long as
both have similar specifications, and you have
adequate 'spares' in your inventory for either.

Plant amplifier housings (tnrnk or feeder) are
designed to mount permanently (fpically at a
polc so ]ou can gct to and work on a unit) and
if there is a service problem, you open the
housing and remor,e either the RF or polv€r
suppty board, replacing it in place with a new
board. The housings almost never require
change-out

Similarly, pl.rnt sptitters, trunk or feeder
direciional couplers often employ a 'universal

housing (one set of mechanical specifications)
and the bottom plate pops out for rcplacement
of the electronics pfoper. It must be noted that
passhes such as splitters and couplers have
frequencv limitations just like the active units:
splitters or couplers 'good to 330 l,{Hz' (or 550
MI{21 are just that. So as the (US) plants



-DT,DIRECTIONAL TAPS.

'Isolation value' (i.e., -ll) stamped on unit

upgraded from 330 fuIHz to 550 MHz tvpically
the.v pulled out the passives along with the
actir,e equipment.

The one piece of plant equipment vou are
most lil,ety to bu1 'netv' is the customer
directional coupler/directional tap.'Ihe DT' units
are priced so reasonably that it makes less sense
to save 5096 on them by buvitg used gear. Like
the rest of the passives, their universal housings
allow you to exchange the electronics by
replacing a bottom plate that contains the tap
off eler-;tronics. Taps are available with 1,2,4,g
and 16 outlets, The l, Z and 4 outlet taps fit
into a single strand mounting housing; the g and
16 outlet taps usuall-v require a larger housing.
As a practical matter, the pricing differential
between a I outlet DT and a 4 outlet DT is so
small that you will probably elect to install 2 or
4 outlet units even where it seems like only one
customer can be reached from that DT.

(W-hen the cable plant is designed, every
foreseeable DT is placed on the map in advance
and when the plant is built all of the DTs are
installed. Whv? Because the DTs have a

measurable amount of thru-put loss or
attenuation which they contribute to the feeder
line. It would be a nightmare to have to go our
and cut the feeder cable (hot with 30/60vac1 to
install a DT 'housing'for each new subscriber as
they srgn up; and to then back track to make
amplifier adjustments to acconunotlate the new
thru-put loss on that line because of the newl5r
installed DT. Thus the cable plant is designed
and built as if every DT that might be required
is going to be used by a customer from day one.
this simplilies the actual customer hook-up
process since the installer rvill find a DT
properly situated to serye any home that might
subscribe.)

Finaily, power supplies (providing 30l60vac
to the cable elec.tronic.s) will require new
product. US and Canadian units typically have
AC inputs of 120 volts and 60 henz; not
directty usable here.

Unusual Amplifiers
Variations in the standard 'one inputlone

output' feeder and trunk amplifiers exist. For
example, some have built-in two way splitters at
the output, or directional couplers; etiminating
the need for a separate passive device. Others
perform trunk to feeder cable corurections and
are called budggrs.-

The trunk amplifier amplifies the trunk signal.
But when you wish to feed into a feedcr line, it
may be design-convenient to start the feeder
line at the output of a fiunk amplifier. This
could be done with a two-way splitter or

.FEEDER CABLE LOSS, EACH DT THRU LOSS REDUCES LINE LEVEL.

{-35 dB) (-27 dB) ( ' - 1 5  d R \ (-8 dB) 75 olurr
termrnatot

Frnal DT termin-
ates line in its
or+rr impedance

House drop less DT, line loss thru-loss to netu.ork
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-T\?ICAL AN{PLIFIER CONFIGLR.ATIONS.

TRLINK:
Tlpical gain 22-30/
30-36t 36-42 dB
Tlpical input: +7 to 12
dBmV

TRLNKIBRIDGER:
Combines trunk and
Dc-tbd f-eeder llne amp

FEEDER / {TRU}{K):
wrth rnternal splitter / DC
trr directly drive I outputs

feeder #3 }J feeder #4

directional coupler (where one output feeds the
trunk, the second the feeder), or, it could be
done with a 'bridger amplifier.'Bridging means
just what it sounds [lce; a link benryeen the trunli
and the feeder(s). Because it may be c.onvenient
liom a design stand point to place a trunk at an
intersection rvhere as many as four separate
feeders will originate. there are trunk,bridger
amplifiers that (a) perform the trunk
amplification, and , (b) provide as mafly as four
separate feeder line outputs to drive feeder lines
going down four separate streets. Inside of a
trunlv'bridger is a directional coupler that taps
off a medium ler,el amount of signal from
within the trunk amplifier which in tum t'eeds
into a 'bridger amplifier' that has (in our
example) four separate, isolated outputs.

Feed BacklReturn Loop
Because most Gable systems begin their

forward direction bandpass window between 50
and 54 MHz (some European equipment begins

at 47 W!z: no equipment begins at 44t'45 \,&lz
for either New Zealand or Australia) and goes
upward to the design limits of the amplifiers,
this leaves (on purpose) a region below 50 MHz
for a 'return band loop.'High pass and lon, pass
filters are included in all trunk amplifiers to
define the forward and return portions; the
regron befin-een approximatety 35 ancl 50 MHz
is where the respective filters 'cross' and is not
useful for either direction. The return band is
t-vpically defined as 5 to 35 MHz.

At such a low frequency, cable losses are \,,ery
low and whereas you might require a tbrward
direc.tion (50-330 h,{FIz) amplifier every 400
metres of cable, the return band could get by
with a new amp every ?,000 metres of cable.

Trunk ampiffiers are often equipped with a set
of slide-in cormectors such that equipment can
tre added to any trunk amplifier slation to pass
the 5-35 MHz return band through the
amplffier. Now the output bscomes the input,
the input the output because signals sent in this

-RETLTRN BAND SPECTRLTTU( *)-
" - Cable operator determines

Analogue TV Analogne TV Analogue TV Analogue TV

5 MHz 12 MHz 19 MHz
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5.2-5, 19.25 h,{Hz camera signals
demodrilated at cable head end,
'produced' for re-airing on cabie
community service channel live

Reverse/return

Forwardl normal CATV service

HEA
END

signals {

5.25 MHz t9 25 MHz

direction are travelling to, not from, the
hesdend.

Kiwi Catile uses this frequency spectrum
when covering local oouncil meetings antl other
local events; by l,ving one camera to a 5-12
MHz rnodulator, a second camera to a 19-26
l\{FIz modulator at the council chambers. two
separate camera shots can be sent in real time
using return band back to the cable studio.
There a direotor selects a shot from the fino
available, adds captioning (names) if required,
and sends the norv edited prografirme back out
on cable in the forward direction on a channel
set aside for this purpos€. The beauty of this is
thai the cable company is totally self-suffi{rient
to provide live correy4ge of e.rrenfs in the
community; all it requires is aosess to a trunli
amplffier station where it can inject the return
band originating r,tdeo and audio into the trunk
fbr the return path to the cable headend.

Trunk (and some feeder, but not all feeder)
amplifiers equipped with'return band capabilitv'
hare the necessary in-housing slots and filters in
place to allow use of that housing for the return
band. To activate the return band 'option', the
cable operator adds electronics at sach tnmk
'station' between the site of his remote pickup
arrrl the headend.

Because of low cable losses in the 5-_15 MHz
spectrunq he may need no astive 5-35 I\,IIIz

amplifiers at ali; the 5-12 MHz TV modulator,
for example, is perfectly capable of supplying
sufficient output to reach all the way back to the
headend without additional re-amplification. In
this oase 'patch boards' that activate or tie
together the individual amplifier housing
inputloutput pofis are irxtalleii; a sirnple task of
opening the amplifier housing and sliding a
pre-nired path board into the slots. If Kini
Cable did require an amplifier (the calculations
are identical to the fonvard path; so many
metres of cable equals so many dB of loss at the
operating frequency), the slot at the appropriate
amplifier'station'is fiIIed with a small solid state
amplffier board. Porvering and filtering is
already in plaoe from the forwartl direction
trunk electronics in the same housing.

The 5 to 35 IVIHz spectrum is useful ftr many
other purposes as well. In som€ advanced
tn'o-way cable systems each cablc set-top
converter/translator is equipped with a small'transmittcr' operating on :In assigncd frequency
in the 5-35 MHz region. This allows the cable
company to accept instructions or orders from
the cable customer through its own plant;
independent of the loc.al telephone company.
MOND and i\{OD are handled in this way with
some systems. When the time comes for you to
implement this teclurology, you'll take the time
to learn atrout it.
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Initially, it is quite foolish qot to source trunk
amplifiers that ha'ue return band (5-35 Ir4FIz)
capabili{' since the additional cost is seldom
greater than 10 percent and often as liffle as
5ozo. With these return band capabie amplifiers
in place, your system is ready for some future
two-way application without an overhaul.
System Layout Assistance

Viriuaily all major manufacturers of original
equipment (i.e.. plant electronics) will take your
basic information and create a suggcsted plant
lavouUdesign. Jerrold, tbr example. maintains
an officc in Singapore from which their layout
and engineering department does system
planning. T3'pical$', if you take their layout and
ultimately purchase their equipment, there is no
surcharge for this service (although you can be
certain their costs for the layout are somehow
buried within the equipment pricing). On the
other hand, if you are simp$ looking for a'free'
layout of your system, you will u-suall,v tre
charged. Rates run to $100 per kilometre of
layout after you provide accurate. scaled maps
of the community rryith the utility routings and
homes clear$ marked.

The headend requires similar planning since
the skills required to create and mix multiple
channels of processed television, selecting the
most cost effective eqrriFment in the process,
are considerable. Again, suppliers such as
Bionder Tongue will do the layouts for you but
if you want a layout and don't buy the
equipment, expect io bc charged. A fee of $100
per channel plus S500 is not unusual.

I,Vhat you get back after either of thesc
exercises is a csmplqlte plan tbr a cable svstem;
e\,ery piece of passi'u'e and elcctronics is
specified by brand and model number, their
exact location and cabling corurections shown
for your town, your streets. Some will also
supply a BOM (bill of marerials).

Computer programmes to layout CAIV
plant-s (and with some difficulty, headends)
exist. But the software of the qualiry
programmes costs upwards of $4,000 so you
had better plan to use it more than oni;e and
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then prepare yourself fbr intensive self-teaching
as to the knowledge required to input the raw
data. The University of pennsyivania (among
others) offers a four year engineering course in
cable TV system design so it is not something
one does on a piece of butcher wrapping paper
or a brown shopping bag anymore.
{,Ipdate on Kiwi Cable Status

Sinoe our DecembEr (issue 9305) rcporq
Broadcast Communications Limited (BCL) has
begun work on a $'hitby area (Wellington)
traditional cable TV system. Wellington's
irregular terrain creatcs man)' pockcts where
TV reception is diflicult or impossible; there are
more than 30 TV translator channels sening
the city area. Whitby section has been especially
difficult to service and BCL is entering the
cable TV business by building a 550 fuIHz
bandwidth cable system to initially senice
around 100 homes that are denied quality TV
reception. BCL. will use Jerrolcl line amplifiers
and Phasecom (an Israeli firrn) headend
equipment. Additional areas in Wellington and
elsewhere are under BCL stud-v.

In Gre-vmouttr. plarured cable .I.V 
svstem

PacSat is still just that; not-operational other
than some limited testing. pacsat had hoped to
provide TV3 via a Hokitika channel ll
translator instailed just prior to Christmas but
that did not rarork out (see Coop's TechnologT,
Digesi 9401: January 1994). The Greymouth
installation would not serve u* u '*oi"l' firr
most other Kiwi cable systcms as it is ignrrring
thirty years of hard learned technolory do's and
don'ts by treating e\i'erj* 'block sized area' as if it
were a separate mini-cable svstem. They plan to
integrate each black wtth the hcadend through a
unique use of 12,000 MHz microwave. So far
PacSat has refused to obtain a pole attachment
agrsement with the local power utilify and their
cables have been tacked on fences, corner's of
buiidings and laid on the ground. It is a very
strange way indeed to build a permanent
busfuress and its example is mostty illustrative of
what can happen if yotr ignore every textbook
evsr written in this lield.
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